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Calloway Dealers Included In Court Order

Judgment Entered On Rollbacks
An - agreed judgment has been
entered in Calloway apd Marshall Circuit Courts in connection with alleged
violations of the motor vehicle
odometer rollback law and the Consumer Protection Act, Kentucky Attorney. General Steve Reshear announce&oday.
The civil action alleges that over a
&wen auto dealers in Calloway' County
-- of approximately 160 doing business
here - "have engaged, and are engaging. in the selling of used cars on which

the odometers have been reset or
altered so that they inaccurately reflect
the total number of miles of operation
of the cars,•'
Don .lones, local attorney representing the car dealers, said today that he
feels the action will be dismissed
against all but four or five of the dealers
who have agreed to the court order.
Ken 'Meng, assistant attorney
general, said that those dealers under
the order.who are found in violation of
the odometer law would be subject to a

$1,000 civil penalty provided they have
engaged in no more than a single violation. Dealers shown to have engaged in
two or more violations will pay a civil
penalty of $1,500 per automobile, up to a
maximum penalty of $18,000, Meng
said.
Under the agreed judgment, the
dealers involved agreed to supply the
attorney general all odometer
statements and other documents
related to the sale of motor vehicles.
The records were to be used by the at-

torney general s office to determine
which, if any ot the dealers, had been
engaged in unlawful conduct
Jones said that originally, the attorney general's office had subpoenaed
the records under the fonsumer Proteam Act but that counter-measures
were filed locally on the grounds that
the subpoenaes were improper since no
consumer complaint had been filed
Meng said that final determination as
to which of the dealers would' be
penalized has not yet been made.

Administration Views Inflation Differently
WASHINGTON i API - The Reagan
administration, retreating from an early, rosier prediction, is forecasting inflation of slightly more than 8 percent in
1982 and little change in unemployment
over the next two years as its economic
recovery program takes hold, sources
say.
Several sources, who asked not to be
identified, also said Wednesday the
president's economic forecast would
concede the possibility of a "technical
recession" this year - a slight dip in

economic growth for at least two consecutive quarters.
In sharp contrast to an earlier prediction,, the administration will forecast
econo6Ter growth in 1982 of only I percent to 2 percent; S'ources said.
Sources said the administration
would predict growth of a robust 5 percent and more moderate inflation of
about 6.25 percent in 1983.
The earlier prediction of more rapid
economic growth - as high as 7 percent
next year - and inflation falling

dramatically to 6.5 percent next year
was hit by critics as implausible.
One source said the administration
expects a slight increase in unemployment this year and a small drop in 1982,,..
leaving the jobless rate at the end of
1982 about the same as last month's 7.4
percent rate. „
Meanwhile, in a report greeted by
analysts as encouraging news, the
government reported sales by U.S.
retailers improved in January for the
seventh straight month.

The 2 percent increase in seasonally
adjusted retail sales over December's
performance "is stronger than most
economists had been expecting," said
David Ernst, a vice president of Evans
Economics Inc. in Washington.
Calling the Commerce Department
report "a very positive piece of news
for the economy," Ernst said it seemed
to indicate that "high interest rates
have not done as much damage to the
consumer as had been expected."
The
administration's
official
economic forecasts are due to be made
public next week to coincide with President Reagan's address to a joint session
of Congr • Feb. 18, but officials
alread, av
iefed a few key congressional aides.
Sources said the inflation forecast
breaks down this way: about 11 percent
in 1981, compared with 12.4 percent last
year: about 8.25 percent in 1982; 6.25
percent in 1983 and 5.5 percent in 1984.
Those figures contrast with the
earlier report that foresaw about 6.5
percent inflation next year, about 4.5
percent in 1983 and 3 percent in 1984.
The earlier forecast also called for a
recession this year, but a 7 percent increase in 1982 in the gross national product after adjustment for inflation.

401 Religious Art
- Show Slated
KEA SPELLING BEE - Mike Wilkins (center) was the winner of the local Kentucky Education Association spelling
For May
bee Wednesday at Murray Middle School. Wilkins has been his grade's winner the past three years and school
years. Wilkins will compete in the regional competition for the right
district winner the past
represent
CP

two
to
the
First District Education Association in the state spelling bee. Those competing were (from left) Scott Lyons, fourth
grade, fourth; Mark Miller, sixth grade, third; Wilkins, eighth grade; Christie Moseley, seventh grade, fifth; and Debbie Rutledge, fifth grade, second. Cash prizes were donated by the People's Bank, Bank of Murray and Hopkinsville
First Federal. judges were Melissa Easley, Murray school board member and Bill Smith, president of MEA. Mary
Jane Littleton, president-elect of MEA, was in charge of arrangements.

Supply Of Future Power, Rather
Than Price, Advantage Of TVA
By DEBBIE WATTIER
Special Writer
Knowing you can get plenty of electricity in the 1980s is as important as
wondering about the bill, according to a
Tennessee Valley Authority consumer
roundtable Wednesday in Hopkinsville.
The advantage of living in Calloway
or the 200 other counties in seven states
that use TVA power is more likely to be
supply of power in the future, rather
than price of power as in the past 48
years of TVA history.
The purpose of the roundtable was for
community leaders in the Hopkinsville
TVA district, which includes Calloway
County, to evaluate a draft of. a TVA
statement of purpose and direction for
the 1980s. One point in the statement is
that "providing an ample and reliable
source of electrical energy at competitive prices is probably TVA's single
most important contribution to the
region's economic growth."
TVA wants to provide plenty of power
"at the lowest possible cost to the consumer," presently about 25 percent
below the national average cost rather
than 50 percent below as in previous
years, according to the statement.
The statement explains that TVA
rateS have increased because "TVA
has been subjected increasingly to the
same inflationary pressures as every
other electric utility."
Ron Underwood, superintendent of
Murray Electric System, which buys
TVA power, said the average cost per
residential kilowatt hour in Murray is
3.7 cents compared to 5.3 cents in the St.
Louis area.
The Hopkinsville roundtable on the
TVA statement draft was the third in a
series of seven meetings designed "to
explain clearly to the public what it is
TVA is trying to do and why," said
Renee Hurst, TVA planning staff
member.
Activities TVA wants to explain and
defend to consumers and government
include: nuclear construction, outdoor

'Strategies For The 1980s'
Offers Help To Consumers
TVA's -Strategies for the 1980s" offers help now to the consumer trying to
reduce energy use and lower bills.
TVA residential and commercial consumers can ask about these measures by
calling the TVA Citizen Action Line toll-free. Calls may be placed 7:30 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Saturday. Callers
may leave recorded messages after hours.
The Citizen Action Line number is 1-800-251-9242.
Consumers can ask about these measures,as described in the TVA statement
for the 1980s:
1. Home insulation program, with energy surveys and interest-free loans to
finance recommended conservation measures.
2. Incentives to encourage residents to switch to more efficient energy
sources: wood stoves, solar, heat pumps.(TVA wants to bring these sources to
the attention of more people on limited incomes.
3. Energy audits and financing to eliminate waste and reduce peak demand to
help commercial, industrial and municipal consumers.
4. Possibility of various rate structures to help the energy "conserver" save
money (This may mean "time-of-day rates" with 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. as peak hours
with higher rates,and the evening hours with lower rates.)

recreation and conservation education,
as at Land Between the Lakes; and how
TVA does and does not use money paid
for electricity.
The title of the TVA statement is
"Strategies for the I980s." One strategy
is to supply the TVA region with enough
power at reasonable prices "when
other regions are likely to be short of
capacity." This situation, possible in
the near future according to the statement, makes TVA-supplied communities attractive for living and working. ,
"TVA's ace-in-the-hole in this regard
is its nuclear construction program,"
according to the statement draft,
Mayor Melvin Henley of Murray agrees
with this point in the TVA statement.
"I•can see quite clearly that in about
a decade nuclear power will put the
Valley ahead-of-the-hounds in terns of
jobs and people,- Henley said in a

telephone interview.
Henley said people pay higher power
rates while TVA builds nuclear plants
"because we're building for the
future." He expects rates to begin to be
stable in a couple of years.
By the year 2000 TVA hopes to save
enough in energy conservation to equal
the energy supplied by five or six
nuclear plants. said Doug Walters of
the TVA staff. This conservation plus
construction of nuclear plants gives the
TVA region what Walters called "an
'energy advantage" over the rest of the
nation.
The theme of the TVA statement is
that a beautiful environment plus a
good supply of energy will attract
business and industry, in turn supplying jobs and quality life for the people of
the Valley."
See TVA,
Page 13, Column 5

A Religious Art Show, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County
the
Ministerial Association, will be held
May 4-9 at the Calloway County Public
Library.
No fee is required for entry in the contest for work in four mediums - oil,
acrylic, watercolor, and sketching,
which includes ink, pencil, charcoal
and pastel. Only two-dimensional
works will be shown.
Judging will be by three qualified
persons. Awards will be presented at 1
p.m. Saturday, May 9. First prize in
each category is $100, while second
prize is $50. Third prize winners will
receive a ribbon.
A minimum of $450 for three purchase prizes has been pledged by the
Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray and the
Murray Ledger & Times. Works shown in both the general display area and
juried areas will be considered for purchase prizes.
All entries must be original works by
the exhibitor, and entrants must provide easels or display frames for both
juried and general display areas. There
is a limit of one item per medium in the
juried section. Subject matter must be
drawn from Judeo-Christian texts.
Registration for the show closes. Friday, March 27. A contest entrylorm appears on Page 13.
Further information may be obtained_
by calling Harry Cartwright at the Murray Art Guild.

ACCREDITATION - The Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center has
received a five-year accreditation from the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools Commission on Occupational Education Institutions.
The vocational center first was notified of the honor in December. At the
steering committee meeting this morning, Ray Brown (second from right),
director of vocational education, district I, presented Jim Lawson (second
from left), center principal, with the accreditation certifiCate. Looking on
are Jerry Ainley (left), Calloway County High principal, and W.A. Franklin,
Murray High principal.

MSU Regents Chairman Calls
For Press Conference Friday
Ron Christopher, chairman of the
Murray State University Board of
Regents, announced at 12:30 p.m. today
that a press conference has been set for
11 a.m. Friday at which time he is expected to deliver a statement concerning the board's action last Saturday involving the presidency of the university.
Christopher, who would make no further comments on the matter today,
said he will present a statement on
behalf of the board at the conference,to
be held in the board room on the second
floor of Wells Hall.
According to informed sources, a poll
of the board members during the

closed-door session Saturday ended in a
5-5 deadlock on whether or not to fire
MSU President Dr. Constantine Curris.
Curris, contacted by telephone today,
said he could not make any statement
on the matter at this time, pointing out
that he would honor the confidentiality
requested by the board on the matter.
Christopher, and other boa rd
members who have been contacted,
have declined to comment on the executive session, revealing only that a
"discussion of an individual personnel
matter" was held.
Curris has served as president at
Murray State since September of 1973.
His current contract expires in 1983.

inside today
An advance story by sports editor David Hibbitts on
tonight's OVC
showdown between Murray State and Middle Tennessee,
as well as
photos of Wednesday night's University of Kentucky win over
Ole Miss
appear an Page 6,
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Clear and not as cold tonight
with low 15 to 20. Partly sunny
and warmer Friday, high in the
upper 30s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
little or no precipitation Saturday
through Monday. Highs through
the period will be in the 40s to low
50s, with lows in the 30s.

Kiesow Named Chairman
Of Red Cross Fund Drive
Paul F. Kiesow, manager of the local
Fisher-Price plant, has been named
fund drive chairman for the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross.
A goal of 812,030 has been set for this
year's drive which is slated to begin in
March, Red Cross month, according to
Kiesow.
Kiesow, who came to Murray in 1977
from Elmira, N.Y., is a member of the
local Red Cross Board. He is serving as
distriiett chairman of the Four Rivers
Council of the Boy Scouts of America
and received the District order of merit
in 1979.
He is a member of the Murray Rotary
Club and the board of the MurrayCalloway County Civic Music Association. He is also serving as president of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber

of Commerce and vice president of the
Four Rivers Manufacturing Council.
He is on the board of Associated Industries of Kentucky.
Kiesow, who lives at 1609 Greenbriar
with his wife Pat, is on the administrative board and is a trustee of
the First United Methodist Church, The
Kiesows have two children, Nancy and
Paul.

Curriculum Report
Will Highlight
City School Board
A curriculum report by Doralyn
Lanier, curriculum supervisor, will
highlight tonight's meeting of the Murray Independent Board of Education.
The meeting is set for 7 p.m. at the
board office building. .
Other items on the agenda include
consideration of the state Board of
Education's recommendation pertaining to posting of the Ten Commandments in public classrooms; consideration of an amendnient to the working
budget for 1980-81; and personnel
recommendations.

Hubbard Will Meet
With Constituents
In Murray Friday

UNIVERSITY DRIVE - Murray State University's fund-raising drive for the
Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of America began this morning with
a kickoff breakfast in the University Center, Herb Ellison, Four Rivers scout
executive, addressed those in attendance concerning the drive.

First District If:S. Rep, Carroll Hubbard Jr., will visit in Murray and
Mayfield Friday to meet with constituents.
Hubbard, of Mayfield, will be at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord in Murray
from 1:30-5 p.m. Friday along with staff
members Dwain McIntosh of Murray
and Elaine Allen of Paducah. .
Hubbard will be in Mayfield earlier in
the day. He is scheduled to be at the
Mayfield City Hall from 9 a.m. to 12,30
p.m

-

-
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Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Has Banquet At Majestic

Underhill Smith Wedding Vows Read At Club House

Miss Jeanetta
Lynn
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter the social committee.
Underhill and Mark Kevin
of Beta Sigma Phi, along with The tables were decorated in Snuth were united in martheir husbands and dates, met red and white and centered riage at 6 p ni on Friday. Jan
at the Majestic Steak House on with an arrangement of red 9, at the Murray Woman's
Thursday , Feb. 5, for a ban- roses on the head table The Club House
quet in honor of the chapter's Valentine theme was used
The bride is the daughter of
.
.Valentine
Queen, Laurie throughout the banquet room.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Rollins
Door prizes were won by Underhill of Murray. The
Linda Darnell and Bob Miles.
groom is the son of Mr. and
; Mrs. Rollins was selected by
Those in attendance were Mrs. Ronnie Smith, also of
secret ballot by her sorority
Mary Ann and David Barrow. Murray.
'sisters to represent them in
Barbara Chilcutt. Linda and
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
the 1981 International ValenJim Darnell, Rowena Emer- pastor of both the bride and
tine Queen ('ontest, held anson, Linda Foust and Tommy groom,officiated at the double
nually by Beta Sigma Phi
Lyons. Mary and Joe Graves, ring ceremony.
Debbie V illaflor, chapter Vicky and Mike Holton, DebMiss Anita Underhill, sister
vice president and 1979 Sorori- bie and Donnie Lyons, Wanda of the bride, provided nuptial
ty Queen. crowned Mrs. Morris and Bob Miles, Joyce music, which consisted of "I
Rollins as queen. 1)ebbie
Nunnally, Laurie and Eddie Pledge My Love To You," -If
Lyons read the highlights of Rollins, Lois and John Ruiz, I Could Write A Song," "You
her life and presented her with Joyce and Bruce Thomas, Needed Me,-"All I Ever Need
a book entitled "This Is Your Debbie and Tom Villaflor, and Is You," the traditional
Life In Pictufes," compilc
Barbara and Wilkie Williams.
"Bridal Chorus," and the
-Wedding
March" by
'MendeIssohn
The vows were read before a
large stone fireplace. The
Michael Keith Watson, Rt. 1, mantle featured a center piece
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte A. of fresh deep red roses and
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Steward, Baby Boy Lamb, Rt. 3 Bx. 425, Murray, pink carnatons, accented on
(Elizabeth Rt. 7 Bx. 109A, James David Elkins, Rt. 7 Bx. each side with a three foot
361, Murray.
Mayfield.
brass candelabra holding one
Wayne E. Covey, 805 six inch white candle. FlankGarland, Baby Boy
Vickie), Rt. 5 Bx. 2360. Mur- Bagwell, Murray, Zachary A. ing each side of the fireplace'
Gilbert, 411 E. Ridge Dr.. was a fifteen branch swirl
ray.
Boy- Paris, Tenn., Adam D. Hig- brass candelabrum holding
Baby
Smyth,
)Georgia 307 S. 15th, Mur- gins, Rt. 3 Si. 256A, Murray, white candles. On the baby
Mrs. Donna L. Warden, P. 0. grand piano was a brass
ray.
Bx. 657, Martin, Tenn., candelabrum with five white
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cathy J. Bowman, Rt. Virgina S. Beam, P. 0. Bx. candles.
The candles were lit before
1, Boaz, Karen T. Moore, Rt. 1, 954, Murray, Mrs. Janice K.
Arlington, Meggan L. Helfen, Duncan, Rt. 1 Bx. 1968, Ben- the ceremony began by Steve
Smotherman, uncle of the
- P. 0. .Bx. 763, Murray. ton.
David R. Crook, 17128 Wells bride, who wore a navy pen
Ext., Murray, Jeri Nicole stripe suit with a white silk
Vaughn, Rt. 3 Bx. 246, Clinton, rosebud boutonniere. The
Jamie P. Vance, Rt. 1 Bx. 242, family pews were designated
Almo, Kristen D. Yoke, E3 by pink and burgundy satin
Murray Manor, Murray, ribbons with long streamers.
Justin D. Crosser, Rt 1 Bx. 108,
The Bride
Paris, Tenn., Daniel M.
As the bride entered,
Crouch, Rt. 2 82 Mobile Home escorted by her father, and
Village, Murray.
given in marriage by her
7 10 9:00
Jason E. Vaughn, Rt. 3 Bx parents, she presented ber
1 Wk. OnlysEnds Tbers.
246, Clinton, Billy Dan Walker. mother with •a long stemmed
LOVING
Rt. 8 Bx. 63, Murray, Grover silk rose.
COUPLES
H. Burkett, 1706 Holiday, MurShe wore a floor length gown
SHIRLEY
ray, Mrs. Nancy J. Beach, 510 of white organza and chantilly
Waci•INE
JAMES
S. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Mary' L. lace over bridal taffeta. The
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 256, Mur- bodice was overlaid with lace
ray, Ernest M. Gustafson, Rt. and long fitted sleeves of sheer
2 Bx. 125, Buchanan, Tenn.
organza with matching bands
Thru Thurs. 2/ 1 9
Willie B. Collins, 226 N. 2nd. of lace completing the effect.
Murray, Mrs. Narlon I,. The full skirt and attached
GILDA RAPED
Sanderson. Rt. 1, Cerulean, chapel-length train were
DCO WWRAAT
Ewing Lee, 1656 College Ter- enhanced with a hemline
MADELINE RAHN
race, Murray, Wallace. D. flounce and wide border of
Scarbrough, 905 Fairlane, lace.
Murray, Henry W. Boyd, 504
To complete her ensemble
Whitnell, Murray.
the bride chose a waltz-length
Mrs. Esther McCallon, Rt. veil o silk illusion with applied
Ends niers. See it!
1, Murray, Mrs. Essie A., chantilly lace motifs. The veil
7:00,9110
Marine, Rt. 7, Murray, Jack was attached to a Juliet cap of
LAW Wit1141
A. Hopkins, Rt. 1, Ahrib, Mrs. matching lace applied with
OR HAND Palfla
Ina M. Lovett I expired), Rt. 1 pearls. Dainty organza
Bx. 746, Hardin.
flowers enhanced the headpiece. The bride's only
11,7
.71
11
jewelry was pearl earrings.
The bride carried a natural
Ends Thurs. Se* Ft!
wicker basket holding an arNAMED CHA IRMEN
Rene Tobey of Kirksey has rangement of dusty rose silk
28.•Ott
been named rush chairman rosebuds, white carnations,
EIGO-OWC
Walt
and Holly LaMastus of Mur- light pink gyposphilia, and
Disney
ray has been named room burgundy gardenias, surtre
chairman for 1981 of the Alpha rounded by white net and
South
Sigma Alpha sorority at Mur- baby's breath.
Miss Deanna Underhill,
ray State University.
cousin of the bride, was the
maid of honor. She wore a
gown of dusty rose qiana
'featuring a blouson bodice,
softly flared skirt, ivory embroidered lace yoke, _ with
caplet sleeves. A picture hat
with matching lace of the
DUDLEY MOORE
dress completed her attire.
-4-1 RICHARD PRYOR
She carried three long stemmed light pink silk rosebuds entThe story at Herschel. He
wined with baby's breath and
wanted to be Moses...
dusty rose streamers.
The Groom
:
The groom wore a gray
Windsor tuxedo featuring a
dark gray velvet lapel, vest,
and tie. His boutonniere conI Caltaattla Dictwes ReOne E:l
sisted of two dusty rose silk
rosebuds surrounded by
baby's breath.
Ronnie Grace served as
bestman and also wore a gray
Windsor tuxedo. His boutonA PLACE WHERE DREAMS COME TRUE
niere was a silk light pink

Following the ceremony- a
and beige ribbon.
reception was held at the club
Rehearsal Dinner
house A beige satin spread
Mr and Mrs. Ronnie Smith
with gathered skirt overlaid entertained with a rehearsal
the reception table. The center dinner at the Seven Seas
floral arrangement was the Restaurant. After the meal
bride's basket and the maid of the bride and groom presented
honor and mothers' long stem- gifts to their bridal party.
med roses.
Events
The three-tier wedding cake
Events held in honor of the
was decorated in white couple include two household
filigree lacework and ac- showers. Mrs. Carolyn
cented with pink roses and Vaughn of Puryear, Tenn. was
green leaves. Four small wed- hostess for the event with apding bells with pink lace proximately 30 guests attenscallops accented the two bot- ding. The Young Adult II
Suntom tiers supported by four day School Class of the Grace
white columns holding the top Baptist Church hosted the setier which was graced by satin cond event. This was a churchwedding bells, net and sweet wide event.
peasI in white and accented
with tiny pearls. Bride's
punch was served from a
crystal punch bowl flanked by
bride and groom goblets. Nuts
and mints were also served
from crystal appointments.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Barbara Smotherman, aunt of the bride, and
Miss Anita Underhill. Each
wore a beige street length
If you find
initial
dress and corsage of beige silk in the threads your
of a spider'
rosebuds and rust carnations, web, it is said, you will
surrounded by baby's breath be lucky forever.

SPUN_ NEWS

co..,.
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*Starts Fri. For 1 Week Only*
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So:
Visit Our

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kevin Smith
rosebud with baby's breath.
sleeves slit to the shoulder
As the grandmothers and over long fitted sleeves. The
mothers entered the pianist skirt was of tiny soft pleats
played,"The First Time Ever starting at the waist. A self
I Saw Your Face." They were fabric narrow tie belt comescorted by the groom.
pleted the attire. Her corsage
The bride's mother chose was of burgundy and pink silk
for her daughter's wedding a roses and rosebuds with
long bright pink qiana dress, burgundy gyposphilia surfeaturing a front v-draped rounded by baby's breath and
bodice, fitted waist, softly a pink ribbon.
gathered skirt with front midFathers of the bridal couple
calf slit, long fitted sleeves. A wore gray Windsor tuxedoes
self fabric belt with rhine- with boutonnieres to match
stone closure completed the the mother's dress.
attire. She wore a corsage of
Afer the ceremony the bride
white silk roses and rosebuds presented her mother-in-law
tipped with pink and pink with a long stem silk rose.
gyposphilia surrounded by
The guest register was kept
baby's breath with beige rib by Miss Paula Underhill,
bon.
sister of the bride. She was
The groom's mother wore a presented a corsage of beige
long burgundy giana dress. silk rosebuds and rust carnaThe blouson bodice featured a tions surrounded by baby's
boatneck line with caplet breath and beige ribbon to

match her beige blazer and
beige and rust skirt. The
register table was overlaid by
a beige satin spread with a
gathered skirt. A bud vase of
pink and burgundy silk roses,
entwined with baby's breath
and beige ribbon accented the
table. The guest signed the
register book with a beige
plume feathered pen. Also on
the register table was a small
natural wicker basket filled
with rice bags tied with
burgundy ribbon which were
distributed by Kyle Smith,
brother of the groom.
Reception
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THE ACES'9

IRA G CORN JR

Thursday. Feb. 12
Ralph and Rhonda
Rogers who lost their home
and contents by fire will be
held from 2.30 to 5'30 p.m. at
the Antioch Church of Christ
building

In today's interesting
heart game. declarer played
for a safety play in the
trump suit He tried to avoid
one danger, found another
and the ice cold game went
one away.
Declarer won his diamond
ace and thought about a 4-1
heart break in the West
hand Routinely, he led a
low heart to dummy's jack
as a standard safety play in
that suit.
East gobbled up the queen
and played his king and
another diamond. Declarer
ruffed with his nine and
West overruffed with the 10
West next tried to take the
setting trick with the club
ace, but declarer ruffed.
No matter. All he could
get were two discards in
spades and, when he misguessed the spade queen, the
defenders got a plus score.
After South explained his
"unsafety safety play."
North chided him with the
facts. "Had West actually
had the Q-10-x -x in hearts,
your safety play would not
have worked. West would
have hopped with his trump
queen and led his last
diamond. Now a third lead
of diamonds would promote
the 10 of trumps anyway."
North was right, of
course. So South should have
cashed his two high hearts
and gone ahead with his
business. The defense would
score a 'trump and a dia-

NORTH

2.12.A

•K i07
•J 5
•7 S 3
•K Q 7 6 4
WEST
•Q 5 2
•10 6 3
•Q 9
•A 9 8 5 3

EAST
•8 4
•Q I
•K 101 6
•J 102

SOUTH
•A J 9 6 3
•A K 97 4 7.
•A J
•

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding
South
3•

West
Pass
Pass

Opening
queen

North
1 NT
4•

lead

Dealer

Diamond

Bid with Corn

2-12-E3

•K 107
•.1 S
.753
•KQ7 64
North
1•
2N1

South
1 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump
A maximum with a five card
suit should yield a play for
game
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
0 Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

Skating Party To Be
Held By DECA Groups
The Murray Club of the Distributive Education Clubs of
America and the Distributive Education Class of the Murray
Vocational School will hold a skating party on Tuesday. Feb.
17,from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Murray Roller Rink.
All DECA members, alumni, and their friends are invited.
a spokesman said.

SEND A SPECIAL VALENTINE
A HEART-SHAPED PIZZA
FROM PAGLIAI'S
(1r4 Items)

WITH
TWO TICKETS TO ANY
MOVIE AT THE
MURRAY THEATRES

Only '821

('11" Value)

Lady Racers basketball
team will play the Middle Tennessee Women's team at 5115
p.m. in Racer Arena, Murray
State. The men's team will be
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., for a
7:30 p.m. game with Middle
Tennessee.

Welcome Wagon Club and
Brownie Troop 592 will visit
the Westview Nursing Home
for a Valentine party at 3 p.m

Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Triangle Inn.

After School Bible Club will
meet at First Christian Church.

Mr_827-ux

Pass
All pass

mond and declarer could toy
with the spade suit in a try
for an overtrick

South holds

Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p.m at the home of Becky
Phillips

East

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

CA'THEY BOY
Mr.,_apq Mrs. Mike Cathey
..,...4:41oway Avenue. Murray, are the parents of a baby
boy, Michah Shane. weighing
eight pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Monday. Jan. 26, at 3:14 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Vanderbilt Chemical, Murray,
and the mother is on leave
from the Bank of Murray.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Don McCord.
Murray Route 7, and paternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. McCuiston, 1606
Loch Lomond Drive, Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Walker,
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Trellis
McCuiston, Murray .Route 2.
Mrs. Novie Hale, Murray, and
Mrs. J. A. McCord. Paducah.

Campus Lights. 44th production, will open at 8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are
$4 for adults, $2.50 for senior
citizens, and $3 for students.
Valentine's -Day party for
preschool through third grade
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club. Each
one should bring Valentines
for their friends. Games and
refreshments will be featured.
For information call Sheila
Grogan.
Grove 6126 will meet at 6
p.m. at the Triangle Inn.

Clothing Designer
Still Has Hopes
For Reagan Fashion
NEW HAVEN, Conn. i API
— Clothing designer Bill Blass
says he still has hopes for the
Reagan fashion sense, despite
the new president's bumpy
start.
"I saw some wild plaid
pants going up to Camp David
last week," Blass told an audience of Yale University
students Tuesday.
"The Reagans have not
spent much time on the East
Coast and it will take them a
little while to get used to the
style," he said.
The 59-year-old president of
Bill Blass Ltd. said he expects
the first family to raise the nation's clothing consciousness.
"The Carters had no interest in or knowledge of
fashion. The Reagans, on the
other hand, like to have parties and dress up," he said.

First Patent
In 1869, William Semple of
Mount Vernon. Ohio, was
granted the first patent for
:hewing gum.

colorful continuous informative

-Cornmunity Happenings--

Thursday, Feb. 12
A learning skills seminar
focused on note taking will be
held in Room 101, Faculty
Hall, Murray State University, at 3:30 p.m. There is no
charge.

Shower

Danger levels man and
brute, and all are fellows in
their need
Lord Byron

,

Dr. Joseph Mastalerz of
Wroclaw
University,
Wroclaw, Poland will present
a chemistry seminar on "Synthesis and Mechanism in
Osganophosphorus
Chemistry" in Room 312,
Blackburn Science Building,
Murray State University.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Barbara Rose, 808
Sha-Wa Circle. Members note
change from place previously
announced.
Friday. Feb. 13
Sweeineart Weekend will
open at Lake Barkley State
Park.
Second night of Campus
lights will bt at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission
will be $4 for adults. $2.50 for
senior citizens, and $3 for
students.
Baptist Student Union will
have a Lock-In at the
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church at 10 p.m.

Marriage Encounter
Weekend of Catholic Church
will begin at 7 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village Lodge.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at First Christian
Church.
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will leave for a retreat
at 4 p.m.
-----Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Ciitzens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

ATTENTION
POLITICAL
CANDIDATES!
tell 100's of
people everyday
where YOU
stand on the
issues for
only pennies
per message on
cable-news 13

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Valentine Dance, featuring
music by the Country
Gentlemen Band, will be held
at 7 p.m. at Fern Terrace
Lodge. This is for all residents
and their families and friends.
Saturday, Feb. 14
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
have its Valentine banquet to
honor their queen, Gwen
Cooper, at DeVanti's at 0 - 31)
p.m.

Saturday. Feb. 14
Benefit horse show for
Calloway t'ounty Rescue
Squad.sponsored by New Providence Riding Club, will start
at 4.30 p.m at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Kentucky High School
Speech League Regional
Drama Festival for high
school students will be held at
University Center auditorium,
Murray State University,
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. This is
free and open to the public.

Rifle matches between Kentucky colleges and universities will be at Range at
Stewart Stadium. Murray
State University, starting at 7
a.m.
Paducah Symphony Orchestra will present its third
concert at 8:15 p.m. at Jetton
Auditorium, Paducah. Tickets
will be available at the door at
$6 for adults and $3 for
students.
Special film will be shown at
2 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Missions Night Out of First
Baptist Church WMU will be
at 6 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
the church. A potluck dinner
will be served with the program by Dr. and Mrs. Wayne
Hodge of Princeton.

1
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VALENTINE
SPECIALS

Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall.
Second session of the painting class by
Mary
Furhrmanii will be at 9:30
a.m at the Murray Art Guild.^?
A few places are still open.

DISCOUNT

Sunday, Feb. 15
Exhibition of contemporary
prints from the collection of
Ashland Oil, Inc., will be on
display through March 12 in
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. There is no charge and
the public is invited.

STORE WIDE
Fri. & Sat. Feb. 13 & 14
• 510 Main

Murray Ky

"Valentine's Day"
Special
•SALAD BAR
•PU PU PLATTER
Combination of appetizers
including BE10. Ribs, Egg Rolls,
Phoenix Tail Shrimp, Cho-Cho,
Fried Won Ton.
•SWEET Is SOUR PORK
•STEAM RICES
•BEVERAGES
•FORTUNE COOKIES
•BAMBOO CHOP STICKS FOLLOWING
THE MEAL

110

RESTAURANT
Hwy.641 S. Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky,

We Also Serve
American Food
Everyday

ONLY

$13
50
i
Per Couple
)4)

Open Seven Days A Week
Breakfast 6-10:30
s
Lunch 11-2
du du (Pallor
For Two
Dinner 4-10
753-4488—Orders To Go
Master Charge, Visa Et American Express Accepted

Warm
SLEEPWEAR

Nylon Tricot
SLEEPWEAR

Reguior Valves
13 00 to 28.00

SLIPS
HALF SLIPS

All Winter
ROBES

Regular Values
14.00 to 32 00

Regular Solves
6 00 to /6 OC

20 00 to 56.00

Y2

1/2

1//3.

TO

2
/
3

OFF

TO 2
/
3 OFF

TO

2
/3 OFF

iieg,o- tattles

1/,
TO

A

a" OFF

Sparkling
JEWELRY

BRAS
GIRDLES

aipolor Values
3 00 to 24 00

Regular Values
7 00 to 2352

2/2

/
13

FINAL
CLF AR ANCE
oetso?

OFF

/

TO

Warm Knit
GLOVES
Regular valves
' to 16 00

tc‘

COATS

Winter Knit
ACCESSORIES

Regular Values
76 07 to 585 00

Regular VII,
6 00 to 24

eo.

OFF

ACTIONIZER0
GLOVES
Regular Values
15

ao

099
NOW

Ar

BRIEFS
BIKINIS
50 tc 4

A

NOW

PRICE

Junior & Missy
SWEATERS
Regent Solves

NOW REDUCED

2/.2
NOW

2"To 1 5"

We Must Make Room For Spring
Fashions Arriving Doily

yo)
A PRICE

NOW

ONLY

Fall & Winter
HANDBAGS

40%
60%
SHOES
ei4wlof l900to

02 or

4

12 00 to 48 00

/
12 2
/
3
TO

OFF

Junior & Missy
SPORTSWEAR
Regular Voioes
00,o 84 DO

15

/
1 2 To 2
/
3

OFF

All winter
DRESSES
Regular Yoke's
32 00'062 00

112 PRICE 40%1060% ,F
Open Friday's Until 8:30rp.m.
/
1 2

.11.11,

Family Shoe Store's

Open Friday's Until 8:30 P.M.

17.9u1o,

up-to-date news at your fingertips 24-hours

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Children's Art Workshop involving studio skills for Junior
high school students, grades 6 ,
to 9, will be held from 9 to 11
a.m. on the fourth floor, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. The fee is $10 per
student for the combined six
student-art workshops.

1 4 OC r

For More Info: Contact Kathie Lyles 753-1916

Second day of rifle matches
Matinee performance of of Kentucky colleges and
Campus Lights will be at 2 universities will start at 7 a.ni
p.m in Lovett Auditorium, at the range of Stewart
Murray State University
Stadium, Murray State
University

Valentine Fashion Show,
sponsored by Calloway County
High School Choirs, will be at 2
pm. in the high school
cafeteria.

Third night of production of
Campus Lights will be at 8:15
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Admission will be $4 for adults.
$2.50 for senior citizens, and $3
for students.

Sunda , eh. IS

Sunday, Feb. 15

Saturday. Feb. 14

Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Men's Fellowship International will meet for a
meal at 6:30 p.m. arid program at 7:30 p.m at the Colorual House Smorgasbord.
This is open to all men,
women,and children

Amilhorteese...

TO

2/3

OFF

NOW
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Observations

By Loctito Hart

Odessa's Cat Gives Water Alarm

r.

PRESENT PROGRAM — Jonathan Noftsinger, right, saxophone, Murray, Scott Kaufman, left, drums, Paducah, Scott Anderson, second left, bass, Louisville, and Valerie
second right, piano. Forrest park, Ill:, all from Murray State University who
study under the direction of Ray Smith, associate professor, performed a variety of
jazz numbers at the meeting of the Music Department of Murray Wotnan's Club on
Jan. 20. Edith Noftsinger, program chairman introduced the group. Jean Bennett, club
chairman, thanked the'group for the program and mentioned the new members
present. Mrs. Bennett said the department awards an annual scholarship to
sophomore musk majors with the award being for merit only in an open competitiop.,
on the MSU campus. She said the continuing goal of the department is to encourage
those with musical gifts, to expose the young people of the community to the very
best music available, both professional and amateur, and to increase the enjoyment
and awareness of all musical forms for everyone.
Mu iroy
ck.edge,a Time,

14,99

NOW $

(VALUES TO $125.00)

1W.141\t'S
SHOE- VILLAG
In Murray
West Side
On The Square

drain the tank. She braired the
outdoors in search of the hose,
expecting to find it in yard.
But no luck. The hose had been
stored. A loyal plumber came
to her aid.
Kitty has been in the Stubblefield household since their
youngest daughter, Molly,
was a freshman in college. She
found the kitten in the hall in
the dormitory where she lived.
Finding no owner of the little
ball of fur, she brought it home
with her at ..aration break.
Knowing her father, Frank
Albert wht was congressman
from this. oistrict, did not like
eats, she didn't bring it inside
before telling her mother she
had the cat outside in the car.
OdeSsa remeinbered quickly
that Molly had never been
allowed to have a kitten, and
since Frank Albert was
asleep,she came to a decision.
"Yes, Molly, you may bring
the kitten in. We'll manage
somehow to appease Daddy."
What happened when Daddy
saw Kitty? He ignored her and
acted as though she was not
there. Kitty went with the

Stubblefields'to Washington, take the cat with her for
came home with them on keeps, Dad stepped in and
vocation from Congress. claimed her. Now Kitty is
Later when Molly was going to Odessa's alarm cat. Her

Lerpy and
Carolyn
Hergesheimer will be the
speakers at the meeting of the
Murray Chapter of the Full
Gospel
Men's
Business
Fellowship International to be
held Saturday, Feb. 14, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The meal will be at 6:30 p.m.
and the meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Nhtives of Missouri, the
Hergesheimers now reside in
Paducah where he is
employed by Jackson Purchase R.E.C.C. and she is
emplbyed at Sears. They have
one daughter. They have been
in Children's Ministry for the
past nine years and have conducted meetings in several
churches in Mexico and Haiti.
They are presently the diree-

tors of Children's Church at
Christian Fellowship at
Briensburg.
Tim Scruggs, president of
the local chapter, said the
public is invited. This includes
men, women and children.
Scruggs said the three-fold
purpose of the Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship is
to witness to God's presence
and power in the world today
through the message of the
total Gospel for the total man,
and by this to reach men for
Jesus Chist, especially those
having the same social,
cultural or business interests
as the person doing the
witnessing.
The president said the
chapter also-is to provide a

,basis of Chistian fellowship
among all men everywhere
through an organism not
directly associated with any
specific
church
but
cooperating with all those of
like mind, and to inspire its
members to be active in their
respective churches.
Scruggs said the fellowship
does not start churches;
rather, the chapter, desires
solely to be a service arm to
existing ones; and finally to
bring about a greater measure
if unity and spirit of harmony
n the body of Christ, where
nembers are united in a comnon.effort for the good of the
vhole body.

cunosity that eventful night
did not kill her as the saying
goes, but saved the house from
being flooded
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Treat Your
Sweetheart
Enjoy Our Popular
c, SATURDAY NIGHT BUFFET
And
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Buy One Meal
And Get $1.00 Off the Second
with coupon below. This SAT.,
a
x FEB.I TH - VALENTINES DAY

Full Gospel Fellowship To Meet
Saturday At The Colonial House

Borkeen. Local .seetie hlitor

ALL SALE SHOES

"Curiosity is said to kill a
cat, but in a recent case the
statement could be put in a different order. To get the full enjoyment of this case, one
would have to hear Odessa
Stubblefield tell it as she did at
a recent P.E.O. meeting.
Of the coldest nights recently when the snow was on the
ground and the wind high, she
was awakened about 2 a.m. by
her Persian cat, Kitty, pawing
on her bed and crying. Turning on the light, she saw the
cat was trying to tell her
something. "Well, show me,"
she said to Kitty, knowing that
sentence, Kitty understood.
And with that she led Odessa
to the utility room. The hot
water tank had sprung a leak
anu the water was pouring on
the floor.
Not being a plumber.
Odessa had difficulty in finding the cut-off, and with hard
effort turned the screw. But
what was she to do with the
water on the floor and water to
come from the full tank?
She had seen plumbers attach a hose to the outlet and

ED1

1
Buy One
Buffet
Meal Get
The Second
For $1.00 Off
This Feb
14th, 1981
VALENTINE
SPECIAL

Kenlake Dining Room
Hwy. 94 Aurora, Kenlake State Park, 474-2211

Gold beads:
APion waysto wear them.

Mr. and Mrs. Hergesheimer
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By adding-on one at
a time. So that your collection grows —
not to mention its value — without ever
strapping your(or his) budget.
Murray
K y.
753-1606
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Looking Bark

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago

EDITORIA LS

A True
Public Servant
He was truly devoted to serving his community.
We can think of no better way
to describe the life of Maurice
H. Ryan who died at the age of
63 Wednesday.
In addition to being one of
Murray's outstanding business
leaders, Maurice Ryan devoted
a quarter of a century of his life
to-bettering the educational opportunities for thousands of
children who have attended
elementary and secondary
school in Murray.
But he did not limit himself to
service at the local level only.
Maurice Ryan, in addition to

being a member of the Murray
School Board for 25 years, had
served as president of the Kentucky School Boards Association and the First Region
School Board Assocation.
It would be an almost insurmountable task to measure the
total contribution that this one
individual has given freely to
his fellow citizens.
We extend our deepest sympathy to his family ad hope
that reflection on the great
deeds Maurice Ryan accomplished while on this earth
will help to ease their sorrow.

Gr'ivii-oti's Galley

After 31 Years, He's Now The Manager
OfAn Empty Plant With 5 Employees

U.S. Must Learn
From Ex-Hostages
The fanfare is over. America
has settled down. The lives of 52
Americans held hostage for
14'2 months are returning to
some semblance of normalcy.
America's efforts to free the
hostages have been rehashed,
re-examined and analyzed in
depth. Still one chilling question remains.
Could it happen again?
Terrorism is becoming a
worldwide problem. Traditional diplomatic channels are
not always the best means of
dealing with groups that think
nothing of using human life as a
bargaining tool.
U.S. government officials frequently wait until an ugly problem hits home before developing action to combat it. The
hostage crisis has led to the formation of a much-needed antiterrorist military task force.
That action could prevent
prolonged terror campaigns
within the United States.
American citizens can feel
safer, because a 444-day
hostage crisis is now less likelyto occur on American soil.
But what about American
diplomats located abroad?
What degree of safety can they
expect?
America must improve its
understanding of other cultures
and civilizations. The takeover
of the U.S. Embassy in Iran
could have, and was, foreseen
by some.
In part spurred by alleged
CIA-activity .in Iran, a portion
of the citizenry despised

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The brilliant yet perverse Russian
literary genius Fyodor Dostoevsky
1821-1881) spent much time in his
Notes from Underground 1864)(
trying.
to convince readers that suffering was
redemptive and reason was not as great
as many nineteenth-century thinkers
imagined it to be.
Reason only knows," he wrote in
one passage, "what it has had time to
learn," Thus its very incompleteness
was a drawback:
Reason is only reason, and it only
satisfies man's rational requirements. Desire, on the other
hantl_is the manifestation of life
itself — of all of life — and it encompasses everything from
reason down to scratching
oneself.

Miirray Ledger & Times
730;
Publisher
Walter l, Apperson
R Gene Mcl'utcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day. New Years I/ay and Thanksgiv.
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky 42071 Second (lass Postage Paid it
Murray, Ky. 42071
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..1% ant'
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1
corners Li 25 per month ,
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din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky .and
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America. Many Iranians
welcomed the student capture
of the embassy. The public sentiment coupled with the
unsettled governmental structure prevented the U.S. from
dealing through normal channels.
Also during subsequent
negotiations,
America
desperately looked for a sympathic ear. Rather than try to
settle the issue with Ayatollah
Khomeini, the only true
authority in Iran, the U.S. continually negotiated with socalled moderates.
The U.S. government's lack
of understanding of the situation may have prolonged the
crisis.
Terrorism is becoming an international means of doing
business. The U.S. must make
firm statements and take
preliminary action to back up
its words.
America must move now to
prevent future hostage crises
and to avoid negotiations at
gunpoint with political activists.

The big, spacious room that until last
Sept. 19 was the main office of the Tappan stove plant on the east edge of town
is lined with panel and glass offices —
II of them.
It wasn't many months ago that they
were all occopied by busy executives,
engineers and supervisors. 'Today, all
are empty,except one.
In it. his office arrangement much as
it has been through his years with the
company, sits E. I,. I Red ) Howe, Sr.
For 31 'years, Red has been the controller of the once booming Murray appliance manufacturing operation.
He came to the job here in 1950, only
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The Story Of

-550 .

Calloway County
1822-1976

By M.C. Garrott

By Dereehy and Kerby Jennings
copyright. 111711
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To Henry lAyard, former distinguished state legislator and state
administrator, we are grateful for his persuasion that we utilize
everyNounce of energy in the development of a state park system
second to none in the nation. The fact could hardly be understood
by today's youth, that our most vocal opposition in the development of a state park system was from our own folks at home.
Perhaps, opposition was more politically motivated than recognition of the potential of park development. However, we harbor no
regret or ifl will. In this project, be it understood, we were only a
second fiddle in the choir of Henry Ward's Symphony of the Century. We loved the sound of the music and the crickets on the
hearth back home never broke up the chorus nor the harmony.
Fascinating how. the best laid plans are derailed, and the good
fortune' that comes with being sidetracked. Despite eight trying
depression years in preparing ourselves for the life of a public
servant in government, we lacked the capacities to win lasting
support. Consequently, we were relegated to the tall and uncut
of the political unsuecessfuls. Scarcely a week goes by but what
we are reminded of our good fortune by being political unfortunate.
Man becomes corrupt within 12 years of political successz,according
to an old philosopher, and there is little doubt in our judgment
today that we, too, would have succumbed through indefinite
exposure.
To the guys and dolls who have labored by our side for the
many years, particularly Dorothy Irvan, we owe all the happiness
we have gained from the years at this old stable. They may not
have accumulated much wealth for their efforts, but they did enrich
our daily life. To our children who labored shoulder to shoulder
with mama and papa during their early years, we only hope they
gained one-hundredth of the joy we had in their presence, and we
are quite certain the whole family harmony richly profited by the
experience.
We entrust the future to the younger generation in the fraternity of journalism hi Calloway County. It has been a pleasure
to match wits with our competitors and found comfort in presenting
the liberal philosophical ideal through the columns of the Murray
Democrat. At the same time we have a profound respect for the
more conservative journals to which they are just as much entitled
as we are to the liberal cause!' To Walt Apperson. publisher of
the Murray Ledger & Times, we trust he will find the lasting
pleasure we have found in publishing a newspaper in Miirray. We
extend to him our best wishes for health, wealth and happiness.

The End

four years after the plant opened and
two years after its first stove slid off the
assembly line. He had come to Murray
from Clarendon. Ark., where for one
year he had fanned with his father-inlaw.
Bed had grown up in Mamaroneck,
'N.Y., home of the world-famous Winged Foot Country Club, scene of many
major golf tournaments and where he
and his brothers had caddied as
youngsters. It hadn't taken him long.
however, to. find out that following a
mule on an Arkansas farm wasn't the
life he was put here to live.
When his wife, Louise. told him'one
day to "go find something that you can
do and that you know what you are doing," he ended up at the new Tappan
plant in Murray. Since then, he has
handled all its accounting procedures,
serving all eight of the general
managers — Bob Lamb, Verne Kyle.
Dick Tappan a grandson of the
founder,. Bob Wyman. Bob Moyer.- E.
J. Haverstock, Dave Dickson and loin
Rice.
++
As the years passed, Red watched
and helped the operation grow to the
point where its employees numbered
more than 1.000. They were putting out
as many as 1.800 electric and gas
ranges a day, and the payroll climbed
to more than $150,000 a week. That's
$7,800.000 a year.
But that's all history now.
Last April 18, two of the company's
vice-presidents — Hal Whitely and E. J.
Naegle from the general office in
Mansfield. Ohio — and the plant
manager, E. J. Haverstock, announced
the company's plan to close the plant in
the fall, calling the hourly people in the
plant into groups in the aisles to tell
them as well as the 131 salaried people
in the office.
"It was like a bolt from the blue."
Red recalled.
The last stove, given to the Boy
Scouts,came off the line Sept. 19.
Today, only disconnected wires remain in the stripped offices of the executives, engineers and the supervisors
.— that is. with exception of Red's. His
will be empty,too, come March 31 when
he will retire. All his records and ac-

counting files long since have been
moved to the general office.
Out in the big open office area only
four desks remain of the sea of them
that were there when the plant was going full blast. At one sits Mrs. John
(Sue Pocock, who has been handling
employee insurance matters since the
plant closed. Tomorrow is her last day.
+
Downstairs in the cavernous plant
whose 481,000 square feet once roared
so loudly with the sounds of America on
the move that you could hardly carry on
a conversation you find virtually all of
its miles of conveyors and manufacturing equipment stripped out and gone.
sold at auction Dec. 17.
Only one of the plant's 10 huge
hydraulic metal presses remains, standing out defiantly against the starkness
of the emptiness of one big, darkened
area. The two big electric furnaces in
the enameling department have been
dismantled and carted away.
In another room is Starkie Colson, the
factory' engineer and with the company
since the Murray plant opened, 34
years. He and a couple of men are
cleaning up some of the debris left
behind by the equipment removals.
"I helped put it all in. and helped take
it all . out,- he said sadly. Before he
became the plant maintenance
engineer in 1954, he had started in the
maintenance department, moved up to
become a drillroom supervisor and into
chrome plating. He well remembers all
the plant's major expansions.
When Red retires at the end of March, only Starkie and four security men
will be left. Watching over the premises
in shifts 24 hours a day seven days a
week will be Jess Weatherford, Jerry
Overbey. Coffield Vance and Rudolph
Smith.
-1- -"You know," Red said with a faint
twinkle in his eye as he was bidding me
goodbye at the plant end of the long,'
paneled entrance hall "I always did
want to be a plant manager.
"Now. when I finally got to be one I
have only five employees and a plant
that isn't making anything."
It's all mighty sad.

20 Years Ago
According to local estimates
available, 65 per cent of the 1960 dark
fired tobacco crop has been sold with
the crop bringing a record price of
$41.81 per hundred pounds.
The Sheriffs of Calloway and Marshall Counties today Issued a joint
statement to business men of the area
to be cautious in accepting checks from
unknown persons.
Murray State College will honor its
first basketball team of 1925-26 at
ceremonies before the Murray-Western
basketball game on Feb. 18.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Hudson and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Morton.
The, YBMC of St. John's Baptist :
Church will present a program on Sunday afternoon. The YBMC of Cottage
Grove Church will be guests.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Breath of Scandal" starring Sophia
Loren and Maurice Chevalier.

30 Years Ago
Chuck Simons and his Five Piece
Band played for the annual Valentine's
dance held by the Alpha Chi Chapter of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at.Murray
State College, Mao Updyke was soloist. :
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ida
Jane Wadkins,81.
Project leaders of Homemakers
Clubs of Calloway County learned the "?
first four steps in recaning chairs at a
meeting held Feb. 9 at Murray State
College,
The Rose Marlowe Young Women's
Association of the First Baptist Church
held a banquet at the home of Mrs.
Hunter Love.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
beat the Western Kentucky College '
Hilltoppers in a basketball game. The
score was 77 to 70.
Miss Iosetta Morris of Altamont, Ill., .1
was the weekend guest of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is 1
.
"San Quentin" starring Pat O'Brien.
Humphrey Bogart. and Shirley
MacLaine,

4

Bible Thought
Cast thy bread upon the waters: for
thou shalt find It after many days.
Ecclesiastes 11:1.
We cannoi keep unto ow-selves and
our trust in God must not be a private
commodity We are to share that with
the world.

Humanely Speaking

Today In His' tor.1

Have Pet
Will Travel
Generally speaking, if arrangements
can be made, pets are better off if they
can be left at home. But sometimes circumstances make it impossible to leave
him in his familiar surroundings on
regular schedule and you have to take
him along. Or you may be moving to a
different location yourself, and of
course, you want to take the animal
that is now a member of the family.
There are some precautions, however.
In automobiles take along his food
and his water dish, and fresfren his
water at every stop. Keep him on a
leash at every stop. Too many pets
become frightened and dash out into the
street, or run away. Make sure he has
had all necessary innoculations, and
that you are taking any medications he
is likely to need.
Some motels and hotels will accept
pets, but many don't. A handy booklet
called Touring with Touser lists
thousands of motels nationwide where
pets are permitted. It can be obtained
by mailing $I to Gaines, TWT. PO Box
1007, Kankakee, 11.60901.
Many parks, game sanctuaries, and
wildlife refuges do not permit pets,
check each one you plan to visit for
regulations. Never allow your pet to approach wild animals. They can harm it,
or may have rabies.
Never, ever, leave your pet in a car

The city of Murray may be rated as a
fifth class city for fire insurance purposes in the near future, according to
James Rudy Allbntten, chairman of
the City Council Fire Safety Committee
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted to hire Dale Spann as a count)
detective as provided by Kentucky law.
effective Feb 1, at the meeting held
yesterday
Deaths reported include Mrs (.kus
Kssie ) Carraway, 75.
Three Murray High School students
— Anne Battle, Richard Hall, and Pat
Ryan — have been named finalists in
the National Merit Scholarship Program,according to Eli Alexander. principal. I
Miss Vicki Elaine Ragsdale,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ragsdale. was married to John Patrick
Mahan, son of Mr and Mrs. J. R
Mahan. on Dec 18 at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Bobby Joe Sims.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Rose of Kirltsey announce the engagement df their
daughter, Barbara Susan. to Kenneth
Paul Bucy, son of Mr. and Mrs
Woodrow Bucy of New Concord, Pine
Bluff Shores.

on even a warm day.. With the windows
up the car becomes an oven. With a
small crack at the top of the window he
may escape and run away. If you are
going to travel in the summer, take a
picnic lunch for yourself, and a leash
for him and stop at a roadside park.
where you can both relax.
There arngers in air travel, also.
Some small pets are permitted in the
cabin of some airlines, but check early
to detenrune the airline's policy.
Larger pets must be shipped as baggage -- and baggage frequently gels
delayed and even last for hours at a
time. High temperatures can prove
fatal to an animal trapped in a crate on
a loading dock.
There are also legal limitations you
and your pet may encounter, especially
with foreign travel. Traveling With
Your Pet, by Weidger and Thorsten
(Simon & Schuster,62.951 is a good rundown on the subject.
If you decide to leave your pet at
home, and this is most advisable,
whenever possible, leave complete instructions for his care with whomever
is keeping him, and be sure to leave the
name of your veterinarian, and where
you can be reached In emergency. You
will enjoy your trip more if you know
your pet is in good hands'

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Feb. 12. the 43rd
day of 1961. There are 322 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 12. 1912. China became a
republic when the Manchu dynasty was
overthrown by forces led by Dr. Sun
Yat-sen.
On this date:
In 1733. English colonists led by
James Oglethorpe landed at Savannah,
Ga.
In 1809. Abraham Lincoln was born in
what was then Hardin County, Ky.
In 1914, ground was broken for the
Lincoln Memorial in Washington.
And in 1974, Soviet Nobel Prizewinner Alexander Solzhenitsyn was arrested at his Moscow apartment.
Ten years ago: Eight U.S. helicopters
were shot down on missions over Laos.
Five years ago: The head of the National Institute on Drug Abuse said
marijuana posed less of a health threat
than alcohol and tobacco.
One year ago: A U.S. mission returned from East Africa with commitments
from Kenya. Somalia and Oman to
allow increased U.S. access to their
military facilities.
Today's birthdays: Gen. Omar
Bradley is 88. Actor Lorne Greene is 66.
Italian director Franco Zeffirelli is 68.
Thought for today. I claim not to
have controlled events, but confess
plainly that events have controlled me
— President Abraham Lincoln (1809ISM .
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Winter Storm Blamed For Corporate Jet Crash

F.

By TAMARA JONES
day after slinguig more snow
Associated Press Writer
on the frozen Midwest
was
storm
Winter's worst
Heavy rams pounded New
blamed for the crash of a corEngland, Florida and North
porate jet us Westchester
Carolina
County, N.Y.,that killed seven
The mercury see-sawed as a
• people, as deadly winds howlburst of tropical air broke heat
ed across the nation and f reelrecords for the day in some
ing rains turned snow-covered
areas only to be followed by
areas into giant ice slicks tobiting cold
In White Plains, N Y . a
:day. The storm's death toll
•
Lockheed jetstar crashed and
. climbed to 44
Tornados churned through
burned during foggy weather
Wednesday night near the
_ the South with winds strong
enough to lift a 59-year-old Westchester County Airport.
North Carolina man from his Authorities blamed the crash
mobile home, toss hun 35 feet on the poor weather and low
through the air head-over- visibility. The jet belonged
heels and hang him in a Texasgulf Inc of Stamford,
Chinaberry tree by his feet. Conn. Seven people were killHe was not seriously hurt.
;ed.
Five people froze to death in
Wisconsin reported a dozen
. Iowa, Oklahoma, Colorado weather-related deaths —
and Idaho. Tornadoes ravaged most of them elderly people
the Carolinas and Texas, leav- who collapsed while shoveling
: mg at least five dead. Traffic snow, scraping windshields
• ralaliti1 and Weather-related" and in ode case, iradirig
heart attacks claimed lives in through drifts to a bird feeder.
several other states.
A /7-year-old woman was
Thunderstorms charged out killed when her mobile home
of the Great Lakes on Wednes- was flattened and at least four

others were injured as 50-mph
twisters careened across central and eastern North
Carolina, causing millions of
dollars in damage, officials
said

winds ripped the roof off a
twostory office building
Wednesday night and damaged two other buildings at the
Reynolds Metals Co Bellwood
facility
No injuries were
reported
Winds were clocked at 82
01110.1"
.

Near Richmond, Va strong

mph in the Adirondack mountains of New York state

highway on 35 mph winds,
reducing visibility to zero,
police said. Parts of the state
were buried beneath up to 17
inches of snow.
As the storm swept out of
the state, heavy rains combined
with
below -zero
temperatures to glaze
highways with a coat of ice.
Temperatures throughout
Illinois hovered around zero or
below all day Wednesday as
the state dug out from a storm
that dumped up to a foot of
snow in the Chicago
metropolitan area and about 6
inches elsewhere.
Springlike, wet weather set
a heat record in New Hampshire, only to be followed by a
sudden freeze. The weather
service said the cold front that
passed through the state
Wednesday followed a thaw
that saw the temperature rise
to 60, the warmest Feb. 11
since 1955, when the
temperature was 58.
Temperatures plummeted
below freezing within hours.

A 44-mile stretch of Mich 28
in the Upper Peninsula remained closed from Munising
to Marquette as up to a foot of
snow whipped across the

SQUAD DONATION — The Providence community donated 51,640 and the Midway
community donated $705.50 to the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. The money
gives the rescue squad $24,139.56 in donations as of Tuesday. Feb. 10. Presenting the
money are (front row, from left) Hilman Coles, with the Midway money; Randy Barnett; Billy Joe Kingins, with the Providence money; Ronnie Barnett; (back row) Mike
Holt; and Richard Steen,
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We Gladly Accept food Stamps

•

II

Duncan Hines

•
•

•

1407 W. Main
753-4681

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Libby's I

or Slices

PEACHES

59c

.13 2 oz

Rosedale Sweet

PEAS
Hyde Park

170z
Tomato

3/1 PhiceoRN
29c

• Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

49'

Hyde Park
",it-,oe Pooled

TOMATOES

Motts
79' BiEFAMAT

29 oz.

2 Liter

COOCO°

U.S. Choice

Round
Steak
89
$"

S.

89'

Limit 3

S169

Van Camp

151
/
2 oz.

Heinz 57 Steak

69'
$149

SAUCE

Joan Of Arc

Dz.

594

Red Hawaiian

PUNCH„

5119

COOKIES

TISSUE

4

Sunshine Vienna

$119

FINGERS

Hyde Pork

$129

Milkmate Choc_

COFFEEMATE

99'
79'
'
2Boz 69

COI%
TOM!]
have 1
or not
you Ili
occupi

Juice Pk

Do y
what
congrs
;Omit;
includi
All Oc
cents),
Bookl,
90212.

16oz

$1 29
20 oz

Kraft Marshmallow

CREAM .....

49'

7 oz

Glad Heavy Weight

Jumbo Roll
VU'

PINEAPPLE

DEA]
Limit 3

$1 69

SYRUP

Roll Pkg

Scott Paper

TOWELS

Lb

Carnation

64 oz

Soft & Pretty Toilet

Sunshine Hydrox

3/$1
15 oz

.41

80, 5189

TRASH BAGS

Owen's Food Mkt.
Doubles Your Savings!

Chicken Fry
Steak

Obk

$23?/

•ROAST

U S Choice Sirloin

•
,

$300 Refund

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

U.S. Choice

Pork
Roast

9

Tip

S239

lb

GROUND BEEF

S139

Extra Lean Pork

CUTLETS

lb

$1 89

Whole New York Strips

Center Cut Smoko,1

PORK CHOPS

lb

51 89

Whole Boneless Top Sirloin

•••

89°
Only 79
'

Only

$129

i(i'.4

ii

I; 14 q

5219
$389
'259
$319
5219

39C

Save More On
Hyde Park Milk

lb

Fancy Green
1 9C

CABBAGE

lb

CelloiibcTs

2Lb Bag 59C

Hyde Pork Homogenized

Lq

36 Size

39C

ii, 3/S1

Sib

$139
hog

I

Fancy Texos Green

ONIONS

gal

5215

•

LoCal MILK
MILK
MILK..
BUTTERMILK

gal

Hyde Pork 2%

Florida

ORANGES

MILK
Hyde Park

Fancy

CELERY

er

Dons is offering o $1.50 Refund Offer on these brands. Chu this ad and
nail it with the Dow $1.50 Officio' Refund Mail-In Certificate Tour
refund wit be doubled to S3.00.

APPLES

Whole Rib Eye
Whole Sirloin Tip

89'
$119
Only

1 39

Only

100 Ft.

Fancy Golden Delicious

Freezer Beef
Sale
Sides of Beef
Whole Beef Loin

lb

50 ct.

$1 19

lb

$1 39

Ordy

Reg. Size

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

ExtroLeOn

PORK STEAK

17 oz.

20 cm,

AL\

Economy 3-5 Lb Pkg

••

with this ad (BY MAIL
When you purchase tour
of these tore Dow products

Boston Butt

Bacon

Bunch 2/`
39

DE/
becaul
daughi
the rec
kissed
up nos
with t.
sveddir
Abb!
favor
stayinf
incona

Abb:
anyoni
good-}
anewe
rude,

With $ 1 2.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Toblsaco & Dairy Products

KIDNEY BEANS

32 oz.

DE.
mark

happei

\\
\

Grade A

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco 8 Dairy Products

SAVE
TAMALES

DE
more
My
the ei
was
morb
She
his n
Moth
pass',
Muth
fathe
the in
Ma
hear.

yours?

Large Eggs
All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Ar

DE/
the oi
colds
recov
work
or evi
your c
DE,
I don'i
Exam]
Q.

Limit 3

17 oz. J7

Ragu Extra Thick Spaghetti

fr

69'

With 512.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
\
\ Tobacco S. Dairy Products

Coke or
35C
( Pepsi

41$1' CriMATO ":
u40
.:2

SAUCE

181
/
2 oz.

Juice Pk. go

COCKTAIL;Z

6 0,

Hyde Park
Tomato

/

1 lb. bag

LibbY's Fruit

PASTE

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Cake Mix

Carnation Evaporated

MILK

16oz

Store Hours
8:00-7:00
Mon..Sat.

RE

hxt4sbonus

•

Prices Good
Feb. 12 Thru
Feb. 18, 1981

By

Hyde Park Homo

•

Hyde Park

•

Ur"

wei

se" —

-
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Dwyer Gets Warm Welcome In Cold New York

peaty
By Abigail Van Buren

Real-Life Drama Exceeds
Anything on Stage

I

DEAR ABBY: What could be more Shakespearean or
more like Ibsen than this real-life drama?
My father, a very handsome and physical man, has had
the same mistress all his married life. His wife(my mother)
was aware of it, and in her later years she has become
morbid and melancholy, until now she is completely senile.
She knows nothing. Father is very attentive to her. He has
his mistress come to his home every day to take care of
Mother. This mistress, who was the object of Mother's most
passionate hatred in years gone by, is now the object of poor
Mother's deepest gratitude and affection. Meanwhile my
father and this Salome are having a geriatric ball without
the slightest guilt.
Mother looks but does not see, she listens but floes not
hear. Tell me, Abby, is something rotten in Denmark?
WONDEBING
DEAR WONDERING: If your parents live in Denmark, the answer is yes.
DEAR ABBY: I hope this letter makes your column
because a lot of people need to get this message. My
daughter was married recently, and while I was standing in
the receiving line at the reception, a cousin embraced and
kissed me, then between sneezes, with an obviously stoppedup nose, said in a croaking voice, "I've been in bed all week
with the flu, but nothing could keep me away from this
wedding. so I got out of a sick bed to be here."
Abby, the poor dear really thought she had done us a
favor by coming. She would have dope us a bigger favor by
staying home! And would you believe this well-meaning but
inconsiderate woman actually kissed the bride?
TYPHOID MARY'S COUSIN
DEAR COUSIN: Yours is a timely letter. Thanks for
the opportunity to remind readers that the flu and
colds should not be treated lightly —• a thorough
recovery is essential. A relapse due to returning to
work (or school) prematurely can lead to pneumonia,
or even prove fatal. And, mothers, please don't send
your children to school with coughs and runny noses!
DEAR ABBY: When I am asked a rude or prying question
I don't want to answer. I always respond with a question.
Examples:
Q. "How much did you pay for that coat?"
A. "Yours is much prettier. How much did you pay for
yours?"
Q. "I hear your daughter is getting a divorce. What
happened?"
A. "Why don't you ask her the next time you see her'?"
Q. "How old are you'?"
A. "Why do you want to know?"
Abby, this has always worked for me. And I never offend
anyone because I always smile when I say it, and make a
good-humored joke of it. Meanwhile I have avoided
answering the question without resorting to the equally
rude, "It's none of your business."
ON GUARD IN WORCESTER, MASS.
DEAR ON GUARD: Beautiful.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MISERABLE IN OSAWATOMIE, KAN.: "The secret to being miserable is to
have leisure to bother about whether you are happy
or not" (George Bernard Shaw). Until you find a job
you like, work at one you don'Llike in order to keep
occupied.

AMHERST, N Y AP) —
Cynthia Dwyer, returning
from nine months' imprisonment in Iran to the bitter windb
and new-fallen snow of her
upstate New York hometown,
said, "It was nice and warm in
Tehran, but it's a lot warmer
here, if you know what I
mean."
Feeling "great" after her
release from Tehran's Elan
Prison, she arrived here late
Wednesday to the hugs of
friends and relatives she
hadn't seen since leaving for

Iran log sprin,g

rearild

A "Welcome Home Cynthia" banner was strung outside her home, and inside
about 20 friends and relatives
waited with gifts and two
cakes, one decorated with daffodils and "Welcome Home
Cynthia, We Love You."
The 49-year-old mother of
three went to Iran to write
about the American hostages,
but was arrested last May, 10
days after the failed hostage
rescue mission.
Tned and convicted last

Boston Firm Seeks
Force To Get Permit
For Treatment Plant
MEMPHIS,Tenn.1A Pi.— A
Boston-based firm that wants
to build a hazardous waste
chemical treatment plant in
north Shelby County is asking
Chancery Court to force local
officials to grant needed permits.
Attorneys for SCA Chemical
Servis Inc. filed an 11-page
lawsuit Wednesday, saying
refusal of city and county officials to issue building permits violated the company's

constitutional rights.
The county commission has
denied permits to the firm
several times, saying the firm
would be required to apply for
a special permit under an
amendment to the zoning law
covering waste treatment.
SCA contends the amendment is invalid:
The firm purchased a 30acre site in north Shelby County on Jan. 15 for $468,000, SCA
officials said.

on

espionage

charges, she was ordered
deported and left Tehran on
Tuesday, flying home via
Dubai in the United Arab
Emirates, Switzerland and
New York
She was reunited in New
York on Wednesday with her
husband, ;John, and their
children, Ben, 14, Dan, 12, and
Susannah, 9, whom she gave a
scarf that she knitted in prison
as a "souvenir of Evin:"
Aboard the plane to Buffalo,
N.Y., she toasted her newly
regained freedom and explained how she'd passed her
time.
She was unable to talk with
most of the other women
prisoners at the prison
because most spoke only Farm,she said.
And one lesson she learned
from her ordeal was: -Don't
ever go to another country
without knowing the
language."
At an airport news conference before the flight to
Buffalo, Mrs. Dwyer said she
felt her arrest was due to
Iran's need for a scapegoat
after the failed mission to
rescue the American hostages
April 25.
She was taken prisoner not

MID
Eli
4-Key-Memory Calculator
Makes Figuring Taxes Easy!

a'a

sa.a

a

spy

taut

the worst aspect of what}
they are doing," she said
"It gave me a chance to set

what they do to their os•
pie. It is a sod sight,
do to their own people.

ARE YOU SICK?
(of the high cost of your hospital insurance)

TAKE 2 ASPIRIN
AND CALL US IN
THE MORNING
BENNETT IL ASSOCIATES
753-7273
During the month of January and February, Bennett 8. Associates will put special emphasis on
writing
Hospital
Insurance
for
individuals...Bennett & Associates specializes in
Group Insurance. Listed below are a few employers who insure their employees through
Bennett 8. Associates:
City of Murray
Cain's AMC-Jeep
Crass Furniture

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
P.S.R. Computer Services
WSJP Radio Station

Call Ileassett & Associates ter rates O as ladivide& polity Own group)

ache thaek
At $40.00 Off, This 2-Way Radio
Is a Must for Winter Travel
TRC-421A by Realistic

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Buy 2
Chippers
for
$299
WithCoupon.

beallU.Ser

because she 'was a very convenient, naive person to
grab,'' Mrs Dwyer said
As a writer, she asked questions but learned that "the Iranians just don't know what a
Journalist in the free world
is... The) have talked so long
to their people about spying —
they Just wanted to Say to their
people that we finally caught
one
She said the State Department had not warned her
against making the trip. "I
had no contact with the State
Department."
Mrs. Dwyer said she was
kept alone from the lime of
her arrest until July 29 when
she was transferred to Evin
Prison, which she called an
-obvious political prison."
Her roommates were Iraroan women held on political
charges, although she once
shared a room with Jean Waddell, one of the Bntish missionaries still being held in
Tehran along with three other
Britons and a naturalized
American.
Mrs. Dwyer's experience
changed her previously sympathetic feelings toward the
Iranian revolution "because
they put me in a position to see

--7R•rir.el 0..17C

r •.r - cl,•4

Bartenes AC adapter extra

Act now and save $8.00 on a home•office desk calculator with big
10-digit display, Large. widely spaced keys include percent, Item
Count and Gross Profit Margin Fixed or floating decimal. AC
adapter lack #65-660

Protect Your Life and
Property with This
Smoke Alarm!

You'll never drive "alone with CB
in your car. Emergency Channel 9
and Highway Information Channel
19 are always there to let you call
for help if you have trouble and get
reports on road conditions
#21-1502

By Archer'

Save25%
Sensitive, battery powered. and responds to all types of fires.
including those in their earliest stages' Pulsing LED shows unit is
operating Circuit warns when battery needs replacing U.L listed
Battery included Get a couple for complete protection_ #49-454

AM/FM Stereo Phono System
with 8-Track Record/Play
Clannette •-92
by Realistic

Z•::;.glaureogy,-

8-Track Recording Tape
HALF PRICE
40-Minute
With each Chipper you get
2 pieces of fish fillet
creamy cote slow
Save
Crisp french fries
2Southern style hush puppies

for

Removable
Dust Cover

80-Minute

Get two tapes for the price
of onel Stock up. no limit
#44-8404541

Save 25°c on a complete, compact home
music system that features a.3-speed
record changer, built-in 8-track deck with
Auto-Level, Auto-Stop and end-of-tape
indicator light AM FM stereo receiver
with tone control and headphone pack
Matching 15,4" high speakers While
quantities last! #13-1201

Checklour Phone Book for the Radio Sleek Store or Dealer Nearest
You pplcoiESviMsAY
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Racers Meet Blue Raiders In Critical OVC Showdown

MANI

11111.64.#11.1

Greene Checks Heart While Simpson Checks MTSU Character
tiy DA% ID IIIBBEITS
Sports Editor
While Murray State basketball coai:li Ron Greene may
have been wondering lately
whether he needs to have his
heart checked. Middle Tennessee State coach Stan Simpson say-, tonight's ganw
iii4:1111st the Racers will be a
character check for his Blue
Raiders.
-Right floss, the thing that
will do our program sonic
good IS to face a team like
Murray or Western Kentucky Simpson said "This is
a chance for us to pull
together.''
M oldie Tennessee has
r.already StrlIgktled through one

the most unorthodox quirks
the Ohio alley Conference
schedule. Forced to play all
seven of its OVC road games
in consecutive order. Middle
lost the last four games of that
stretch, beginning with a 74-70
setback at Murray
111

But wrsu has almost made
up for their problems on the
road by winning all nine
games at home this season, a
streak that rivals Murray's in
Racer Arena.
While Simpson does not
believe his team. 7-1 in the
conference, can catch
Western, which is 9-1, he
realizes that wrsu is facing a
team with a realistic ,shot of

offense it goes frumii(ierleala
taking the title.
• They I the Racers i are still to Revelation.
But it is atitl a very exin a good position to take it
all,- Simpson said. We are citing offense that makes you
struggling in phases of our do things you do not like."
game and are making it tough
During the last three games
on ourselves.
Murray has played against
We are still making MTSU and won, the Racers
mistakes we should noltse."
have been able to seal the outWhat concerns Simpson comes by going into the fourteam's
own
his
more than
to-score.
mistakes is what the Racers
As anyone who has noticed
into
will do to convert them
their heartbeat fluctuating
their own opportunities.
after attending MSU games
-I have never seen a team
recently can attest, the entire
that capitalizes on mistakes as
OVC season has been one of
well as Murray," Simpson
close calls, resulting in an 8-2
said. "They present problems
record for Murray.
with their utuque offense.
That is just a good indica'I do not like to call it a real
spread. I call it their Biblical tion of a good coaching job,"

Simpson said about Greene
finding a Way each time to
elicit a new spark from his
players in the closing minutes.
• never say that is a string of
luck.-

"We have had only one dial
a half days to get ready,"
Simpson said, "and you have
to put a lot of emphasis on
practice for a team like Murray State."

Middle, meanwhile, has
been going from one end of the
spectrum to the other as it
took care of Akron, 90-64,
Saturday before losing at
Detroit, 75-60, Monday in a
game that was much closer
than the final score.

Simpson again will be counting on OVC Player of the
Year candidate Jerry Beck to
give Murray trouble tonight.
Beck is probably the best all
around player in the conference, averaging 17.8 points
and 9.4 rebounds a game.

Complicating the adversity
Simpson says his senior-laden
team has already experienced, the Raiders were snowbound in Detroit for 13 hours
after the loss.

The senior forward is also
among the nation's leaders in
field goal shooting at 61.6 percent while also hitting a very
respectable 78.9 at the free
throw line.

Rebels Could Not Stop 7-1 Center

"To stop him, we had to
keep him from getting the
ball, but we couldn't,"
Weltlich said after Kentucky
had defeated the fiesty Rebels
62-55 on Wednesday. "We just
made some forced mistakes

that cost us."
"We had pretty good shot
selection," Weltlich added,
"but we just couldn't seem to
get over the hump. We felt like
Kentucky manhandled us in
the second half on the
boards."
Bowie, Kentucky's 7-foot-1
sophomore giant in the middle, scored 25 points, including
13 points during a key second
half rally to help Kentucky to
its 17th win in 21 starts this
season. Kentucky is 10-3 in the
SEC, three games back of
Louisiana State.
Ole Miss slumped to 5-8 in
the SEC and to 10-11 overall.
In other games Wednesday
involving Kentucky colleges,
Jim Baske scored 24 points
and Ron Dale added 23 as
Rose-Hulman bounced Centre
89-73; David Lowry scored 20
points and Eddie Oakley had
18, as Transylvania nipped
Berea 58-57, and Thomas More
ripped Union 86-70 behind
Brian O'Conner's 25 points
and 14 rebounds.
With Mississippi employing
a stall on several occasions in
the first half, Kentucky was
limited to a shaky 20-19 lead at
the half and found itself tied at
24-24 when Bowie exploded.

Kentucky rolled ahead 34-26
and, after Mississippi had
chipped the margin to 38-36,
used Bowie's three-point play
and then an 18-footer to push
the lead back opt to 43-36.
When Fred Cowan added a
jumper from the lane for a
nine -point advantage,
Mississippi was finished.
Coach Joe Hall, who won the
200th game of his nine-year
career at Kentucky, said switching his game plan helped
break open the contest.
"We were having trouble
with their tough man-to-man
defense, so we changed to our
passing game,- he said. -We
went into a zone, which took
the crowd (a record 9,318) out
of the game. We played a
much more controlled, patient
game and we were much more
alert. This had to be a big
game for us."
Hall's record at Kentucky is
200-64, a winning percentage
of 75.6. His career mark, including five years at Regis
College in Denver and a year
at Central Missouri, is 276-120.
Elston Turner scored 19
points to lead Mississippi.
moving Turner into second
place on the school's career
scoring list behind John
Stroud.

GETTING A RARE START - UK freshman guard Dickie
Beal (111 drives into Mississippi guard Sean Tuohy (12).
Beal scored eight points in Kentucky's 62-55 win.

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
just coming to fight, to show far Kalule's biggest paycheck,
AP Sports Writer
and Palle said, "We will get
the Americans I can fight."
NEW YORK (AP) - Ayub
As for Leonard, the glamor the most money in the rematKalule is not very impressed boy of U.S. boxing who holds ch.
"It is conceivable that Ray
with New York, nor is the the World Boxing Council
Ugandan who lives in Den- welterweight title, Kalule make as much for this fight as
mark awed by Sugar Ray said, "From what I saw of he did in Montreal ( when he
Leonard against whom he will Leonard on film, I feel I can got $9.5 million in losing to
Roberto Duran) and Ayub
defend the World Boxing easily beat him."
Association junior mid- . Kalule was supposed .,to Kalule can set a record for the
dleweight title June 19.
return to Denmark Wednes- janior middleweight chamThe 27-year-old Kalule ar- day night, but Leonard was pion," said promoter Bob
rived here Monday to talk with unable to attend an 11 a.m., Arum of the fight which will be
promoter Bob Arum and at- EST, news conference here shown on closed-circuit and
tend a Wednesday news con- because his plane was ground- home ,pay televsion in the
ference with Leonard. The ed in Washington by inclement United States and probably
news conference was at weather. So Kalule changed will be part of multiKalule's midtown hotel where his plane to today, attended championship bout card. Ayub
the champion has spent most the news conference and then Kalule can set a (purse)
of his time. He's not much for went to another news con- record junior middleweight
sightseeing, said Danish ference at 3 p.m. after champion."
accompanying Leonard arrived by train. He
newsmen
Arum would like to hold the
Kalule.
seemed not perturbed in the fight in the new arena which is
Asked how he felt about get- least.
built
at
The
being
ting a chance to come to the
Not even the fact that Kalule Meadowlands Sports complex
United States, the unbeaten will get the challenger's end of at East Rutherford, N.J. If the
Kalule, whose only two bouts the purses for the his fifth arena isn't completed in time,
in his 35-fight career outside defense seemed to bother him the possible sites are St. Louis
Denmark have been in Nor- or his manager Mogens Palle. and the Houston Astrodome.
way and Japan, said, "I'm Both realize that it will be by
There is a definite plan to

Sportsmanship To Be Topic For Iowa Game

Keady To Offer Advice To Purdue Crowd
WEST LAFAYETTE. Ind
AP) - Purdue Coach Gene
Keady will be offering words
of advice to the crowd, as well
as his players before Saturday's Big . Ten basketball
game at Mackey Arena.

Jan. 31. On Sunday, Knight
showed film clips of that game
during his television game and
at a Monday news conference
he called to discuss the dins
he fired off more shots at Purdue.

Knight said charges that
Athletic Director George
King said Coach Gene Keady Thomas "sucker punched"
will speak to the crowd about \ Barnes came from a -Purdue
sportsmanship before Satur- Mentality which I've grown
day's game with Iowa. The very familiar with over the 10
deciSion to have Keady speak years I've been here."
follows a Monday meeting at
Knight also claimed he was
the school after charges were
upset because "the Purdue
made by Indiana Coach Bobby
band and cheerleaders led thi
Knight concerning Purdue crowd in chanting" a vulgar
fans at Mackey Arena.
expression.
Knight and Purdue officials
have 'been exchanging
remarks since the first
meeting if the two teams on

"This sort of thing wouldn't
be tolerated at Indiana
because we have a president
and athletic director who

wouldn't allow it to happen,"
he added.
The dispute goes back to an
incident in the Jan. 31 game
which involved Boilermaker
Roosevelt Barnes and Indiana's Isiah Thomas.

as soon see the issue drop.

King said there has been no
history of problems with the
crowd at Boilermakers' home
games but that the school does
want to avoid them.
,"Next year, before the InKing, who said he has aSktl
the Big Ten office to inr diana game, our athletic
vestigate the whole matter, department is planning to
said he was also "bored by the . make an announcement in the
actions of some of the crowd Exponent ( the student
newspaper ) and probably
members,"
your paper reminding our fans
-Wayne Duke I the Big Ten about sportsmanship," King
Commissioner) is having a told The Lafayette Journal
full investigation into the mat- and Courier.
ter, and I feel confident it is in
"I'm sure this happened on-`
the proper hands now, It's un- ly because of the rivalry with,
fortunate Bob I Knight has -Indiana and coach Knight's
taken this point of view statement about a 'Purdue
because Coach Keady and mentaility' is unfortunate."
everyone else here woultjust King said.

Leah

Greene, meanwhile, had his get out on the break. We canteam settled in Murfreesboro not allow too many cheap
yesterday afternoon as it baskets.
prepares for the road trip that
"We have got to get this
could have the same bearing
engine running on all
on this season that the
cylinders," he said in referrMorehead-Eastern Kentucky
ing to getting a good game
swing had last year.
from all his players on the
"I think we will have to play
same night."We cannot get by
Middle about like we did at
these two games with just two
Murray," Greene said from
of our players hitting well.
Murfreesboro last night. "I do
not know that this and the
"We are a little longer on
Western game Saturday ) are our bench than we were
any bigger than the games we earlier in the season. Mike
have played. This one would McKinney, Walt Davis, Tom
not mean as much if we had Slaughter and Jerry Smith
not won those.
can all come in and give us a
"We cannot let Middle lift. They have all had plenty
break out early. They have of playing time and exgreat quickness and can really perience."

Purdue President Arthur
Hansen also agreed -some
Boilermaker fans could improve their actions at Mackey
Arena.
"I sin deeply disappointed
at the actions of a small
number of spectators who
threw debris on the basketball
court during the IU-Purdue
game," he said in a statement.
"This type of thing will not
be tolerated at Purdue. Nor do
I condone the heaping of verbal abuse on opposing players
and coaches. I call upon all
Purdue fans to desist from all
activity,- the statement said.
Indiana won the first
meeting of the two teams this
season, 69-61, but lost 68-66
here Saturday.

the 24-year-old Leonard's
challenging for the junior middleweight title.
"I kind of like Ray having
two titles and having more opportunity to fight," said attorney Mike Trainer, the man
who has guided Leonard to
purses of more than $20
million.
Trainer feels that Leonard
should be able to be a double
champion because one title is
recognized by the WBC and
the other by the WBA and
neither group recognizes the
other.

Having moved into the no. 1
position this year, MSU
sophomore Mats Ljunginan
was the Racers' sole winner,
defeating
Vandy's Tim
Stewart, 4-6, 7-5,7-6.
"I expected us to lose, but
not this bad," MSU coach Bennie Purcell said. "Vanderbilt
had had the edge in practice
time on the indoor courts.
hope we can turn around
the next time we play them."
Murray State's next match
will be this Saturday at
IllinoisSouthern
Edwardsville.

Spencer Wins
Opening Match
NASHVILLE, TN. - In her
opening match of the Avon
Futures pre-qualifying tournament, Murray State's Fran
Spencer defeated Kathy
Canuti of Pittsburgh,6-4, 6-1.
Spencer will face her second
round opponent today and, if
she wins, will play again later
in the day.

CHAMPIONSHIP
WRESTLING
MURRAY, KY —FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH
MURRAY STATE FIELD HOUSE-MURRAY ST. UNIVERSITY
SPONSORED BY: MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ORG. & M.H.S. ROOSTER CLUB
TICKETS: $4.00 ADVANCE - $5.00 AT DOOR
ADVANCE TICIETS ON SALE NOW AT: MURRAY ST. STUDENT UNION KM., BANK Of MURRAY, PEOPLES
BANK, DENNISON-MUNI SPORTING GOODS, WHERE TKRET OUTLETS
STARTS AT 11:00 - DOORS OP111 61 S

****MAIN EVENT****

7 SUPER MATCHES ON THIS ALL STAR CARD

$*********************************************

Pori

I
Angdes
Golden Mate
1-Nirtland
Seattk.
San Dreg,
Medan
Philadelphia 1=
Milwaukee a.:1
Ness Jerw,
KarISIts (lb' 99.
Hcuston 108, Sal
Phoenix 119. Dal
Palm IS., 1 as
nItPS
Nevi York at(I
:Atlanta at San A
Seattk, at Porta

61

A'aaderbilt MSL 1
Singles - Mats Liungman del Ton
Stewart, 4-6, 7-5, 7-6, Terie Perrsson lost
to Charles Batt, 6-2, 6-2, Finn Swarting
lost to Bobby Thym, 6-1, 7-5, Mike
Costigan lost to Robert Lorndale. 6-1, 64. Erik Tisthammer lost to Steve Elliott.
6-1,7'S: Steve AV Ile lost to Cody Davis. 6.1, 3-6,6-2
Doubles - Perrsson-Swarting lost to
Stewart-Batt, 7-6, 7-6; I y ungma n
Costigan lost to Thym-Elliott, 6-1, 6-1
Tisthanuner-Wille lost to LorndaleDavid Williamson. 6-1.6-2

JERRY "THE KING" LAWLER
- VSTHE DREAM MACHINE W /JIMMY HART
SOUTHERN HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE MATCH
HANDSOME JIMMY VALIANT - VS- HECTOR GUERRERO
10 MAN TAG TEAM MATCH
Too Yomomato-The Angel- Ali Hassan-Reddy Wayne
DAVID OSWALD
- VSTommy IL Eddie Gilbert-Sonny King•Tony Charles
K. Koko Wore
Titio Yamamoto - VS- Edda Mart
The Angel IL AN Masson
- VSTony Charlet & Rorke Were
Sonny bag - VS- David Oswald
Tommy Gilbert - VS- Reddy WW/WO

Wester
Ma
San Antonio
Houston
Kea,.('it,
Utah
Denver
Dallw

By The A.

MSU Drops Opener
To Vanderbilt 8-1
NASHVILLE, TN. - Opening its indoor season at
Vanderbilt yesterday, the
Murray State tennis team
dropped an 8-1 decision to the
Commodores.

Milwaukee
Indiana
Iscago
Cleveland
.Ailanta
listrog

Boston Coll, 70,
Colgate 68, Niai
Concordia, N.1

Keith Jones, a former assis- Carolina State and helped
tant at South Carolina State direct the Bulldogs to records
and North Carolina A & T, has of 8-2-1 and 8-3. His defensive
been named to fill the final secondary ranked second navacancy on the Murray State tionally in Division I-AA pass
football coaching staff.
defense statistics. During his
Jones, 28, is a native of two seasons at South Carolina
Charleston, S.C. and was a State, the Bulldogs won one
player under Murray State conference title and a Gold
head coach Frank Beamer Bowl championship.
during his collegiate career at
Jones worked three seasons
The Citadel.
as defensive backfield coach
Jones will be responsible for at Bishop England High
the defensive secondary with School in Charleston. He was
the Racers.
an all-conference football
Jones served as defensive player at Bishop England
secondary coach at North prior to attending The Citadel.
Carolina Aiki last season and
"Keith is a hard working,
helped the ggies to a 9-3 very' dedicated individual,"
record, which represented the said Beamer. "He is an inbest season in the school's telligent coach who enjoys the
football
history.
North profession and working with
Carolina A & T also young people."
represented the Mid-Eastern
Jones joins Ralph Friedgen,
Athletic Conference in the Mike O'Cain, Mike Mahoney,
Gold Bowl competition.
Mike Dickens, Mike Clark and
Jones coached the defensive Reed May on the Racer
backs two years at South coaching staff.

Kalule Is Not Awed By Leonard

TAKING MISSISSIPPI APART - UK center Sam Bowie(31)
scored 25 points with shots like this one over Ole Miss
forward Elston Turner (33).
Photos es Hal Crouch
e

Nastaisnun
New Jerses

Jones Fills Final
Coaching Void

Bowie Makes Difference For UK
By The Associated Press
Kentucky's Sam Bowie
made a seven-foot difference
in Kentucky's Southeastern
Conference basketball victory
over Mississippi, according to
losing coach Bob Weltlich.

\,'u

41

Delaware 89. W
Fairfield 55, Fo
George Mason I
Hafstra 72, Mar
Indiana, Pa. 83,
La Salle 66, Din
Navy 90, Amer.
Pitt 70, Penn Si,
Rhode Island ;
70
Rider*, Lehigl
Robert Morris
son aa
Si Bonaventure
St.John's, N.V.
St Joseph's. Pa
St.Peter's, N.J.
Vermont 65,St.
V Ilanova 67,Se
Wagner 70, St. I,

Alabama St. 83,
Appalachian S
Wilmington 51
. Auburn 69, Vans
Baptist 66, Cam'
Davidson 95, VA
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Rockets.
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posted a 6-2
stretch.
"I think in
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led 56-53
managed jus
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easily.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
8.11Aerlk

uliSt1,1011'

Ainnusi th,twoh

MI
ITaladelphia
HAL*
cw York
Nashua**
New Jersey

49
*
35

I
lii
11
12

Pct. GB
831
418
614 13
475 21
767 Xn

16 44
Central Divisiiss
741
4.1
15
567 10
34 76
101) 14
30 11
379 21
Ti 0
ley elanil
t00 21',
11
.Vilenta
2.30 30',
14 47
I ktrist
Weiseni t onfernwe
Midwist Ins**.
18 21
044
sin Ai*
9',
11 10
482
Houston
*7 Ile
13
LI
LA..* llty
AD 15',
sti .r.
Utah
379 15',
72 .0
Insisrer
IL 30
8 A
/alias
Pardir Division
742
46 It
Phoeiwi
6
*5
38 111
I AA .Vngyies
508 14',
29 28
Golden Slate
'48 24
503 15
Portland
439 18'.
25 32
Seattle
414 31:1
24 34
son Diego
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia Ir.. Cleveland 133. UT
Milwaukee 107. Indwna 101
New Jersey IL, tholigo 133, UT
Kansas llty 99. Utah 87
liarlon 108, San Antonio 89
Phoenix 119. Dallas 97
Boston 105, ue Angeles 91
n
.s flames
New York at (level-oil
Atlanta at San Antonio
Seattle at hetland

Milwaukee
Indiana

Sports In Brief
By The Asainvairo PSrs,
TENNIS
OAKLAND, Calif
AP - Andrea
Jaeger overwhelmed the Netherlands
Marianne Van der Torre 61. 62 at the
1125,000 Avon Championstups of CaliforIn other matches, Claudia Rohde of
West Germany beat South African
Rosalyn Fairbank 6-3. 64. Virginia
Wade f Great Britain posted a6'4, 6-3
victory over Paula Smith and Wendy
Turnbull of Australia topped Julie Harr •
mow tee,74
COLUMBUS, Ohio AP -- Betsy
Nagelsen defeated Lindsay Morse 6-4, 7I an •first round match at the 630.000
Avon Futures tournament.
In other action, Christine Johssamt of
Switzerland topped .10111 Urban 7-5, 6-1
and Glynis Coles of England beat Beth
Herr 64,6-1.
SKIING
VOSS, Norway APi - Sweden's In.
gemar Sterimark won his filth giant
slalom race of the season to clinch the title in that event and increase his overall
lead in the World Cup standings with 68
points.
Stenmark's winning tune was
minutes, 8.6 seconds, beating Alexi.ion
49
Durov of the Soviet Union by
seconds.
TRACK AND FIELD
COSFORD, England 1API - British's
Sebastian Coe brdie the world indow
best for the 800-meter race with a time ot
I minute, 46 seconds during a meet
between England and West Germany.
Coe eclipsed the old mark of I 46.4 set
by Italy's Carlo Gnppo at Milan. Italy
Feb 24,1977
r

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston Coll 70, Providence 55
Colgate 68, Niagara 62
Concordia, N Y 98, St Joseph's, N
61
Delaware 89, West Chester 76
Fairfield 55, Fordharn 53
George Mason 78, Baltimore 66
Hoistra 72, Manhattan 64
Indiana. Pa 63, Clarion St 73
la Salle 66, Duquesne62
Navy 90, American 77
Pitt 70, Penn State63
Ithode Island 72. George Washington
70
Rickkfip, Lehigh 65. 2 OT
Robert Morns 103, Fairleigh Dickinson 88
St Bonaventure 87, Iona 72
St John's, N Y. 72, Connecticut 65
St Joseph's. Pa 94, Drexel 72
St Peter's, N.J Ni, Long Island U. 79
Vermont 65,St_ Michael's 64
Villanova 67,Seton Hall 63
Wagner 70,St Francis, N.1' 69

sot"ni
Alabama St 83, Talladega 69
Appalachian St 60, N CarolinaWilmington 51
. Auburn 69, Vanderbilt 55
Baptist 66, Campbell 64
Davidson 95, V511 82

Florida So. 88, Biscayne 81
Georgia 68, Mississippi St. 65, OT
Jackson St. 66, Nicholls St. 65
Kentucky 62, Mississippi 55
Louisiana St. 70, Alabama 57
Morehouse 88, Ft. Valley 87
Norfolk St. 78, Shaw 67
N.G eorgia 73. Shorter 56
S.Carolina 87, Furman 74,9'
S.Mississippi 90, Memphis St 66
Tennessee 53, Florida 52
Tennessee St. 75Southern U 62
Troy St. 54, Georgia Tech 50
Virginia 51, N. Carolina SI. 46
Wake Forest 84, N Carolina 68
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 79, Ohio U. 45
Cleveland St. 86, U.S. International 63
Kansas St. 73, Oklahoma St. 70
Kent St. 74, Ball St. 67
N.Illinois 70, Cent. Michigan 57
Toledo 70, Miami,Ohio 69
W Michigan 69.E.Michigan 58
SOL111W EST
Southwestern 100, Bishop Coll. 78
SE Oklahoma 55, E. Cent Oklahoma 54
SW Oklahoma 75, NE Oklahoma 69
FAR WEST
Boise St. 76, Portland St. 74
Cent. Washington 74, Hawaii-Hilo 60
Fresno St. 51, Fullerton St. 30
Nebraska 57, Colorado 56

MOW LiNG
LuiliSSANT Mu AP
Alvin Lou,
rolled to the second,uund lewd in the
6110,000 Rolaids Open
Lou had • pintail of 1.505 for his first
six games and backed that up with I
1,339 total in round two For 12 games, he
totalled 2,844 with a 237 average to lead
Gil Sillier by 20 sons
INDOOR SOCCER
NEW YOfiX AP 1 - Adrian Brooks of
the Denver Avalanche scored two goals
in the final period to lead the West to an
8-5 victory over the East in the Mayor Indoor Soccer League's second Annual AllStar Game before a crowd of 13,170 at
Madison Square Garden
GENERAL
CALGARY AP - Funeral servo.es
will be held Thursday for gualtender
Tiny Thompson, four-time Venn..
Trophy winner and Harkey Hall of
,
I artier w ho died Monday at 77

Bowling Standings
19
L
Team
1
29
Paradise Ketincis
46', 29'
Lucky Strikes
34
Go Getters
42
41', 34'z
Phillips Fishing Gwde
Knicker Knockers
40'7 35'7
/7
39
Ross Insurance
29'-z 467
lady Generals
Public Ice Service
18
30
High Team Game oliCi
616
Paradise Kennels
605
Knicker Knocker's
601
Paradise Kennels
High Team Game hidI
625
Knicker Knockers
814
Paradise Kennels
799
Paradise Kennels
Nigh Team Series I SC1
1801
Paradise Kennels
1640
Go Getters
1635
Phillips Fishing Gwde
High Team Series IHC
2349
Paradise Kennels
2289
Lady Generals
. .
..
,LoGetters
2228
High Ind. Game(SC)
196
Bebbrr
Peggy
eel
l ‘
Sue
194
Sue Lax
High Ind, Game 111C1
254
Pat Holmes
247
Peggy Bebber
539
Sue Lan
High bid.Series *SC)
508
Sue Lax
501
Lois Smith
480
Peggy Bether
High Ind. Series 110(7
637
Sue Lax
633
Peggy Bobber
615
Pat Holmes
High Averages'
171
Pat Hesselrode
170
leis Smith
159
Mary Harris
153
Ann Green
151
Hilda Bennett
151
Becky Haws
147
Sue Lax
142
Kay flatland
141
Jean Phillips
140
Nancy Todd

Call With 2:14 Left Helpseo.1 Team to 51-46 Win

Virginia May Have Been Given Gift
to.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Yes, Virgirua, there is a Santa Claus.. and according to
North Carolina State Coach
Jim Valvano, he could easily
pass for Charles Watkins, an
Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball official,
What got Valvano all steamed up was a crucial call by
Watkins with 214 to play
Wednesday night that helped
the top-ranked, unbeaten
Virginia Cavaliers take_ the
lead and go on to defeat N.C.
State 51-46 on the losers' court.
With the Wolfpack clinging
to a 42-41 lead, Virginia's Jeff
Jones tied up State's Dereck
Whittenburg in the backcourt.
Valvano screamed for a foul
but Watkins called a jump
ball.
Virginia won the tap and
Lee Raker's layup put the
Cavaliers on top to stay. Jeff
Lamp's driving layup gave
them some breathing room as
they extended the nation's
longest winning streak to 26

games,21 this season
"You can't tell me that was
a jump ball," Valvano
snorted. -It looked to me Like
they were trying to foul. We
were up and time was running
down Was it a questionable
call' You tell me.
"We could have had a threepoint lead but we turned up
with a jump ball_ It happened
nght in front of me. I can't imagine that not being a foul. I
don't mind losing a game if the
opposition makes a super
play, a steal or a tough shot.
You can live with that. But a
couple of unbelievable cats
turned the game around."
Virginia Coach Terry
Holland almost agreed with
Valvano's assessment of the
game-turning call.
"We told our kids to just go
after the basketball and if we
got a foul, fine," he said. "We
were going to have to _foul
eventually,anyway."
In another key ACC contest
just down the road in Chapel
Hill, seventh-ranked Wake

Coe Sets World Record
In First 800 Since 1977
COSFORD, England ( AP)
— In his first indoor 800-meter
race since winning the European title in 1977, Britain's
Sebastian Coe set a world indoor best Wednesday by
covering the distance in 1
minute,46 seconds.
"I didn't realize I was in this
kind of shape," Coe said after
the indoor meet between
teams from Britain and East
Germany, won by the Germans 122-85. He broke the
mark of 1:46.4 set almost four
years ago by Italy's Carlo
Grippo

The 24-year-old Coe took the
lead after the first lap and outdistanced East Germany's
Andreas Busse, who was timed in 1:47.1, and Detlef
Wagenknecht, 1:47.6. Britain's Mike Whittingham
finished fourth in 1:49.8.
"It's magic," Coe said.
"Mike and I decided to run as
a team. Mike said he would do
the first 400 and I would do thc
rest."
Coe also holds the outdoor
800-meter record and won the
1,500 meters at the Mosco0
Olympics last summer.

Forest swamped No 10 North
Carolina 84-68. Three other
members of The Associated
Press Top Twenty, all from
the Southeastern Conference,
were in action arid all were
winners — fourth-ranked
Louisiana State trimmed
Alabama 70-57, No.9 Tennessee edged Florida 53-52 and
No.11 Kentucky downed
Mississippi 62-55.
Virginia wrapped up its victory: over N.C. State when
Raker hit two free throws with
13 seconds left and 7-foot-4
Ralph Sampson, who led the
Cavaliers with 17 points, made
two more with one second remaining. Virginia committed
16 turnovers but the Wolfpack
sealed its own fate by shooting
only 39 percent.
"Talented players determine the outcome of a game,"
Valvano raved. 'That's what
college basketball is all about.
I've been nice all year, but this
is too much. I really don't
know what to say. If you lose
and criticize the officiating,
it's sour grapes. But you can't
tell me that was a jump ball.
I'd like the commissioner to
take a look."
Mike Helms sCored 20
points, one of five Wake
Forest players in double
figures as the Deacons handed
North Carolina a second
straight home-court loss for
the first time since 1973. Wake
Forest raced to an early 20-4
lead and was never seriously
threatened.

The lead was 43-22 at
halftime and it grew to 62-32
midway through the second
half Besides Helms, Jay
Johnstone scored 17 points,
Alvis Rodgers and Guy
Morgan 13 and Frank Johnson
12 for Wake Forest I 19-21 Al
Wood led Carolina 18-6)
with
20
"I can't remember us being
dominated like that, especially here," said Carolina Coach
Dean Smith. "We're embarrassed as a team."
Meanwhile, freshman
Leonard Mitchell scored 14
points and grabbed 14 rebounds to lead ILSCJ 122-1 ) over
Alabama, while Ethan Martin
sparked a second-half
breakaway for the Tigers' 21st
consecutive tnumph. It was a
26-25 game when Martin paced
a 17-4 spurt early in the second
half with two baskets, two
steals and several assists.
-It looked like the team that
got us where we are today,"
said Coach Dale Brown. "The
defense was really brilliant."
Tennessee, however, needed
Michael Brooks' jump shot
from the top of the key with 29
seconds left to turn back
Florida. The Vols 17-4) erased a three-point deficit in the
final two minutes and Brooks
scored four of his eight points
in the final 60 seconds. Dale
Ellis led the Vols with 16
points.
"This is a monumental win
for us," said Coach Don
DeVoe. "It's been weeks since

we won other than in our own
backyard."
Sam Bowie was the only
Kentucky player ip double
figures but the 7-1 center
scored 13 of his 25 points in a
four-minute span midway
through the second that helped
the Wildcats 17-41 break open
a tight game and defeat Ole.
Miss.
Elsewhere:
—SEC scoring leader
Dominique Wilkins talked 29
points and Eric Marbury canned six free throws in overtime as Georgia shaded
Mississippi State 68-65, while
Auburn snapped an 11-game
losing streak by shooting 79
percent and whipping Vanderbilt 69-55. Frank Pouidexter
scored 19 of his 21 points in the
second half.
—St. John's and Boston College remained tied for the lead
in the Big East Conference.
The former defeated Connecticut 72-65 while BC topped
Providence 70-55.
—Randy Reed scored 21
points and Tyrone Adams added 18 to help Kansas State
defeat Oklahoma State 73-70
and tie the Cowboys for second
place in the Big Eight behind
Missouri.
—And Jasper McElroy
scored 17 points to lead all five
starters in double figures as
Western Michigan knocked off
Eastern Michigan 69-58 and
retained sole possession of
first place in the MidAmerican Conference.
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Spurs Learn Lesson By 108-89 Walloping
Large Size Savings On

Defense Making Difference For Rockets
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
Defense is making the difference for the Houston
Rockets.
Wednesday night it was San
Antonio's turn to learn that
lesson as Houston shut down
the Spurs 108-89. It was the
sixth time in the last eight National Basketball Association
games that the Rockets have
held their opponents under 100
points, and Houston has
posted a 6-2 record in that
stretch.
think it's a part of us now
to play great defense," said
Houston Coach Del Harris.
"At halftime we realized they
were shooting 60 percent and
we felt with an extra step and
a little extra pain we could
slow that down."
The Rockets almost slowed
It to a halt. San Antonio, which
led 56-53 at intermission,
managed just 13 points in the
third quarter. The Rockets
went ahead to stay with a 20-4
spurt at the start of the second
half and pulled away to win
easily.
Bill Willoughby scored nine
of his 15 points for Houston in
the third quarter, when the
Rockets outscored the Spurs
29-13. But he, too, said the difference was defense.
"Anybody can score," said
Willoughby, "but that doesn't
do any good unless you are
playing defense — and we did
tonight."
In other games, the
Philadelphia 76ers edged the
Cleveland Cavaliers 122-120 in
overtime, the Boston Celtics
beat the Los Angeles I.akers
105-91, the Milwaukee Bucks
defeated the Indiana Pacers
107-101, the New Jersey Nets
trimmed the Chicago Bulls
135-133 in overtime, the Kansas City Kings topped the Utah
Jazz 99-87 and the Phoenix
Suns beat the Dallas
Mavericks 119-97.
In the 'best efforts during
their defensive surge, the
Rockets have held Atlanta to
81 points and Dallas to a mere
See or Coll

Ed West
Ai Parker Ford
New or Used
Cars or Trucks
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68. And Wednesday night they
permitted the Midwest Division leading Spurs to shoot
just 33 percent from the field
in the second half, outscoring
them 55-33.
Besides the tight defense,
the Rockets have also become
more patient on offense, a
strategy that was not lost on
Spurs Coach Stan Albeck.
"There's no question their
defense is much better but
their utilization of the clock is
helping them too," he said.
"They're taking 18 to 20
seconds before shooting and
the combination of those two
factors is making a big differenre."
Moses Malone and Robert
Reid scored 21 points apiece
for Houston. Three-time scoring champion George Gervin
was high man for San Antonio
with 19, well below his 27-point
average.

76ers 122, Cavaliers 120
Julius Erving grabbed a rebound of a missed shot by
teammate Darryl Dawkins
and dunked it in with one second remaining in overtime to
cap his 37-point effort for
Philadelphia, which won its
fifth game in a row.
Cleveland's Roger Phegley
had sent the game into overtime by sinking two free
throws with 19 seconds left,
capping a comeback from a
15-point deficit.
Mike Mitchell led the
Cavaliers with 36 points, while
Caldwell Jones grabbed 25 rebounds for Philadelphia.
Celtics 105, Lakers 91
Larry Bird scored 36 points
and hauled down 21 rebounds
as the Celtics topped the
defending champion Lakers in
Los Angeles.
Bird, who tied his season
high in both categories, played

all but the final five seconds
after playing 50 minutes in an
overtime loss at Seattle Tuesday 'night. But it was the
Lakers who wore down, scoring just 12 points in the fourth
quarter as Boston pulled
away.
Center Kareem AbdulJabbar led Los Angeles with
32 points, but Robert Parish
and Rick Robey, the Celtics'
two pivotmen,scored 23 and 19
points, respectively.
Bucks 107, Pacers 101
Milwaukee stretched its
Central Divison lead over Indiana to 10 games, outrebounding the Pacers 65-50 and putting the game away with a 12-3
spurt in two minutes midway
through the final period.
Junior Bridgeman scored five
of his game-high 30 points in
that run, which gave the
Bucks a commanding 94-87 advantage with 4:54 to play.

Nets 135. Bulls 133
New Jersey overcame a 10point deficit in the last 1:14
and sent the game into overtime on three-point goals by
Mike Newlin and Darwin Cook
in the final 37 seconds, then
outscored the Bulls 10-8 in the
five-minute overtime period.
Newlin led all scorers with 35
points.

Metamucil

Crest

21 oz. Regular Er Orange Flavor
A Natural Fiber Laxative

(Reg.)
8.2 oz.

Reg. Price
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Kings 99, Jazz 87
Otis Birdsong scored 20 of
his 26 points in the second half
as Kansas City handed Utah
its fifth straight loss and ninth
in a row on the road.

(Reg.)
Deodorant

Mentho-Lyptus
Cough Tablets

169

Suns 119, Mavericks 97
Guards Dennis Johnson and
Walter Davis combined for 18
points in the third quarter and
Phoenix hit 13 consecutive
shots to open a 94-75 lead going
into the final period. It was the
11th straight defeat for the expansion Mavericks.
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Yankee Catcher Cerone Making
Hit As Potential Recording Star
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The button clicks on the
recorder, and the strains of a
lilting, soulful song wafts
through the room:
"The snow now hides the
bleachers,
"From the dugout's empty
scene.
"But here I stand
remembering when
"The infield's grass was
green."
Frank Sinatra? Kenny
Rogers? Johnny Cash? Nope.
None of these. The crooner is
Rick Cerone, the dashing
young bachelor who has
replaced the late Thurman
Munson behind the plate for
the New York Yankees.
Already involved in a wide
variety of outside interests, including a national TV commercial for "10" jeans, a reign
as king of the New York Auto
Show and a series of benefits
for Italian earthquake victims, the 26-year-old catcher
now has emerged a potential
recording star.
Within the next few days,
disc jockeys will be spinning a
record written especially for
Cerone and sung by the man
himself. It's called "A Long
Run Home." "I never sang in my life except in the shcwer," Cerone
explained
almost

'

apologetically
when
he in the crash of his private
gathered with the song's plane in Akron, Ohio.
writers and producers this
The Yankees were crushed.
week in an East Side Munson was almost deified. A
restaurant in New York.
commemorative plaque was
"This record just happened. placed in a special area
The idea came last November behind the centerfield fence
when I was in Hartford, Conn., alongside the monuments of
for a Babe Ruth League din- such immortals as Babe Ruth,
ner. Alan Beck (an announcer Lou Gehrig and Miller. Hugfor station WINF) mentioned gins. His locker, with uniform
it. We discussed it. Carl Henry and gear intact, was draped in
and Bill Hudak wrote the black as a memonurn.
lyrics. Denning Bono was the
Cerone said actually he
producer.
drew inspiration and incentive
"So we went down to the from the Munson legend.
Hartford studio and recorded
"I knew people would be
it. It took about two hours."
watching," he explained. "If I
He has asked that all pro- did well, they would know it. If
ceeds go to victims of last I did poorly, they would just
November's earthquake near
Naples, home of his paternal
grandparents.
Cerone explained that it is a
ballad of his return to Yankee
Stadium on a stormy, snowy
day in mid-winter. He goes
there hoping to see the face of
a girl in the stands whom he
had noticed during the season.
In the Racer Open RacquetWhen Cerone, a .228 average ball Tournament at Murray
hitter, was obtained from the State this past weekend, winToronto Blue Jays in ners were decided in advancNovember, 1979, in the Chris ed, intermediate and novice
Chambliss trade, he joined the divisions for men and women.
Yankees under the weight of
In the men's advanced,
the
possible Padiicah's Larry Heflin
heaviest
pressure.
defeated Murray'S Vern Town
Three months before, Mun- in the semifinal before beating
son, the Yankee captain and Jerry Anderson of Paducah in
inspirational leader, had died the final. Ronnie Dunn beat

Nivea
Cream
Soap

say I couldn't handle it. It was
expected."
Cerone did more than well.
He appeared in 147 games, hit
.277 with 14 homers and 85
runs batted in, second only to
Reggie Jackson. He was
seventh 'in the All-Star
balloting.

Soflens
Enzymatic Contact
lens Cleaner
12 Week Supply

2/99°

New York quickly took him
to its heart, as it did Reggie
Jackson,
Hudson Ecology

am a New York person,"
Cerone says. "I come from
across the river Newarkborn, Seton Hall-educated.) I
love the city — it's concerts,
theater and museums. It
throbs "

Zinc
25 MG 100's

Buy One For

Racer Open Decides
Winner In Divisons
For Men, Womens
Tony Boone for first in the in
tennediate, and Sam Arterburn won over Terry Barrett
Dunn and Arterburn are from
Murray.
In the women's advanced,
Mary: Kay Charles of Murray
State fell to Betty Wood of
Paducah. MSG stuilent Missy
Farrell was defeated by
Paducah's Meniorie Hunter in
the novice division.
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Great American
Breakfast

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fries Drake
FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 13, 1901
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) fft'eV
Don't betray confidences.
Wat4 out for mix-ups with
close ties over joint funds. The
ARIES
p.m. favors home life and
Mar. 21 to Apr 19
Communications with loved pleasant tunes
_jratitl,k
ones improve, but be on guard SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 al
with strangers. Accept invitaDon't exaggerate or protions. The p.m. brings happy
mise more than you can
social life.
deliver. The p.m brings an opTAURUS
portunity to make new
Apr. 20 to May 20i tiWi47
Slay clear of dubious finan- friends. Enjoy socializing.
cial propositions. The job of- CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22to Jan. 19)
fers you legitimate ways to
—4— You could be overly enunprove income now. Take
NEW ROTARY MEMBERS — Ray karraker (second from left) and lim Greer (second
thusiastic about the financial
advantage of them.
from right) were among the new members installed by the Murray Rotary Club
potential of a project. Don't be
GEMINI
Karraker is the controller at the Bank of Murray. Greer is assistant superintendent of
I May 21 to June 20) 1109- careless on the job. P.m. brthe Calloway County Board of Education. Hugh Oakley (left) installed the new mem•
Romance is favored, but ings career benefits.
hers. Also shown js Gene Schanbacher, president of the organization
don't rush into a premature AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 1
commitment. Keep your feet
Others are prone to exagon the ground. P.m. favors
gerate. Marrieds will enjoy a
making travel plans.
romantic
night on the town
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 19(2) and singles meet with romantic
introductions.
You'll want some time for
yourself now. You'll work best PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20'
from a behind-the-scenes vanBe sceptical of speculative
tage point, but watch escapist
projects. Don't take chances
tendencies.
now. You'll enjoy privacy at
WICKLIFFE, Ky. AP — A
Fifty percent of the plant's blem for us:' he said. "Before LEO
home now. Catch up on hobwaste-wood power boiler in power is supplied by burning we brought the new power (July 23 to Aug. 22)
bies and reading.
operation more than a year is organic leftovers from the boiler on line, this waste
Advantages now through
paying dividends at Westvaco recycling of chemicals from material had to be dumped in friendships.
In romance,
YOU BORN TODAY are
paper mill.
the mill's pulping process. An- a landfill or processed as though, you'll need to keep
freedom loving but require a
The $25 million boiler and droski said.
organic mulch:'
your feet on the ground. The
home to be content. These two
related energy producing
Burning waste wood proIn another step to reduce p.m. promises happy times.
qualities often conflict, with
facilities are supplying 75 per- duas, such as sawdust and energy consumption, mill 'VIRGO
the result that at times you
cent of the plant's daily needs, tree bark, produces the re- engineers have devised 1 Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 ffP
wish to escape responsibility.
said Anthony Androski, mill maining 25 percent. he said.
Don't be extravagant. However, your Aquarian
systems to reduce daily water
need
manager.
"A third of the waste wood is usage from 28 million gallons Career interests prosper now, "to do something for humanity
And a good portion of the created by us here at to 20 million gallons by recycl- but you may be concerned
will enable you to forget
energy is being produced with Westvaco," said Dick Boyd, ing water.
about the welfare or health of yourself in service to others.
It
material that formerly had to the mill's public affairs direcThat results in a major a family member.
is important that you find
be buried or mulched to get rid tor. -The other two-thirds we reduction in the energy re- LIBRA
work you like to do; otherwise,
-of it, Androski said.
buy from saw Mills and other quired for treatment of water- Sept. 2'3 to Oct.
you tend to escapism.
You could be extravagant in Creative and inventive, you're
He estimated that the 1,000 woodrelated industries in the before and after use, and in
tons of waste wood burned region.
the amount of energy to get the pursuit of pleasure. Travel often drawn to the arts. You
may lead to romance, but can be successful at music,
each day as fuel for energy
'Heretofore, this material water to the proper
doublecheck schedules and designing, acting and writing.
production replaces approx- was not only a wasted
temperature for use, Androski reservations.
imately 20 million gallons of byproduct, it was creating an said.
fuel oil annually.
environmental disposal proHe said additional conservation projects should
eventually reduce the mill's
*****41-e****
water consumption to 15
million gallons a day.
What kind of day will tomorrow be'.' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
giy en for your birth Sign.
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Waste-Wood Power Boiler
Pays Dividends For Westvaco
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* All Ladies
Dress Boots

Price

Jury Awards
* Damages To Youth
Paralyzed In Fall

Wholesale Cost *

All Western
Boots
+

$500

Now At:
Discount
Shoe Box
116 E. South St.
Downtown Mayfield
***********

Guinn's
Discount Shoes
207 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris
**AL*

LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
A Jefferson Circuit Court jury
has awarded 81,569,173.20 in
damages to a youth who was
paralyzed in 1975 in a fall from
gymnasi urn bleachers.
The jury voted 9-3 on
Wednesday in holding former
Jefferson County School
Superintendent
Ernest
Grayson responsible for the
accident to Karl Henry Smith.
Smith, who was 12 at the time,
fell during a physical education class at Pleasure Ridge
Park High School.
There will apparently be no
personal costs incurred by
Grayson. since the award is
covered by insurance policies.
But the jury held him legally
responsible, saying he failed
to exercise --normal care" in
the general supervision of the
county schools.

We give yot.1'two large, fresh eggs, cooked
the way you like 'em, two crispy bacon strips,
hashed brown potqtoes. and hot buttered toast
The Great American Breakfast...it's a
special meal at a special price.
Offer Expires- February 28, 1981

One of Jerry's Best...for less.
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RESTAURANTS
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It's Dunn's 1980 -'w
- hirlool
Appliance Clearance
HOME

APPLIANCES

Our 1980 Inventory Of Whirlpool Appliances Must Go. To
Make Room For The 81's We're Slashing Our Already Low
Prices. If You Hurry You Can Cash In On The Lowest
Whirlpool Prices Ever.
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WAIVER
OF FINANCE
CHARGES
on all new Case tractors, until May 1,1981.
yOu buy any of our new Case farm tractors or a used farm tractor of any make
between February 1 1981 and February
28 1981 and finance it through J I Case
Credit Corporation
iinanre charges

1,1

will be waived from date of purchase until
May 1 1981
Remember this offer also applies to your
purchase of a new Case 4-WD ($2000 rebate offer belowl

-
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on new Case 4-WD's
If you buy one of our new Case 4-wheel
drive farm tractors
model 4490 4690 or
4890 - between February 1 1981 and
February 28 1981 Case will send you a

check for $2000 00 or
rebate towards your
NOTE Government
ments &not quality for

you can apply the
down payment
Agencies Departrebate

Both otters extended thru February 28, 1981.
See ms nowt

McKee! Equipment

rerm:

503 Walnut
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Agency Looks To Stop Heart Disease
By LOC LSE COOK
Associated Press Writer
What you don't know about
our heart could kill you.
That's the message from the
National Institutes of Health,
which is trying to teach peuple
more about heart disease and
how to avoid it.
The federal agency says
that prevention is just as important as treatment after
trouble strikes. -If we wait for
the first sign of heart attack,
we may have waited too
long," say the experts.
The National Institutes of
Health cites some statistics to
show the magnitude of the problem. Among them:
DENTAL HEALTH — First Grade students of North Calloway Elementary were
im—Cardiovascular disease is
pressed with Mr. Gish, a dental hygienist, as he demonstrated the proper way
to care
the leading kilter in the United
for the teeth. This was the concluding activity for a week long project
on dental
States, responsible for more
health. The students have learned about 0. K. snacks. They have also learned
what
u than half of all deaths every'
happens to the teeth when foods containing sugar are eaten and the
teeth are not
year. Almost three times as
cared for properly. Students with Gish are (from left) Chris Roach, Cindy
Tucker and
many people die of heart
Jamie Wilson.
disease than of cancer.
Photo By Renee Maker
—Cardiovascular disease
costs the nation $50 billion in
lost wages and productivity
and in medical bills.
—More than one-fourth of
the people who die are under
65.
The agency has prepared a
guide explaining the causes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jefferson Circuit Judge Earl and symptoms of heart
O'Bannon has dismissed a suit
challenging the awarding of
the Jefferson County cable
television rights to Storer
Communications,
CPI Inc. of Louisville, which
holds the cable rights to the city of Louisville, filed the suit.
O'Bannon said that Storer had
not illegally altered its bid on
the cable franchise and added
that Jefferson Fiscal Court
had properly adopted a franCHILDREN'S DENTAL HEALTH MONTH — Mayor Melvin
chise ordinance.
B. Henley signs a proclamation declaring February as
CPI vice president Keith
National Children's Dental Health Month in Murray. Lucas said that his firm will
Shown with Henley is Dr. J. D. Outland, president of the consider an appeal of the
dismissal.
Murray Dental Society.

Judge Dismisses
Suit On Cable TV
Rights To Company

disease and what can he dont
about them Copies of the
guide, "Heart Attacks," are
available, at no charge, from
the Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 586J. Pueblo,
Colo.,81009.
The major cause of most
heart
attacks
is
arteriosclerosis — a general
term for diseases of the
arteries It is responsible for
more than 850,000 deaths a
year. according to the National Institutes of Health.
It is often hard to tell
whether someone is having a
heart attack. Symptoms vary,
but the most common one is
chest pain, usuallyin the middle of - the chest, but
sometimes extending to the
neck, the left shoulder and
down the left arm. Some sufferers describe the pain as
constricting, as though a rope
were being pulled tightly
around the chest. Others say
the pain is like a weight, pressing down on the chest. Heart
attack victims also tend to feel
weak and be short of breath.
They appear pale and may
feel cold while sweating heavily.
In some cases, however,
there is no warning. -Sudden

Only At

Sherwin
Williams
Stores

'
4 Granny's
Porch
Live Entertainment
Every Night
Hours: Mon & Wed. 6 a.m.-12 a.m.
Closed Tuesday
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 6 a.m.-2 a.m.
Sun.6 a.m.-10 p.m.
J. 309 N.16th
753-4477 tt.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Frank Sewell, 62, of
Louisville, was killed Wednesday when his car crossed the
Interstate 64 median in Jefferson County and struck another
vehicle, police said.
Jefferson County Deputy
Coroner Lloyd Workman said
that an autopsy would be performed to see if the man suffered a seizure before the
wreck. Workman said the injuries received by Sewell did
not appear serious enough to
have caused death.

A class in passive solar
energy will be taught on the
Murray State University campus on Wednesday nights
beginning Feb. 18 through
March 25,sponsored by the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education.
The class, which will be offered for non-credit from 7-9
p.m., will study ways to conserve energy in the home
through passive solar applications or "nature's resources."
Houses which save energy
through passive solar energy
are designed to utilize heating

has stopped breathing. It involves a combination of
The best thing to do in case mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
of a heart attack or a and chest heart massage In
suspected heart attack is to the past, only doctors and
seek inime,diate medical nurses practiced CPR, but
treatment in a hospital. A pro- medical authorities now
cedure
called
car- recommend training the
diopulmonary resuscitation or general public in its use. Call
CPR can help sufferers before your local chapter of the
Amencan Heart Association
the ambulance arrives
or the American Red Cross if
CPR is used when the heart
ou are interested.
has stopped and the patient

and cooling properties of the
sun, earth and wind. The class
will include a discussion of
designing passive solar homes
and adding energy-saving
designs to conventional
homes.
An emphasis on passive
solar construction in west
Kentucky will be given
through the use of guest
speakers such as passive solar
home owners and others experienced in the field.
The instructor for the class
will be Tripp Williams, a
passive solar home owner and
builder in Murray_

Registration fee for the
course is $10 and includea the.
cost of tuition and materials.
The class will meet in R.00ni
101 of Faculty Hall on the Murray State campus.
Anyone interested in the
class should register in advance by mailing their name,
address, telephone number
and the registration fee to the
Office of Conferences and Continuing Education, Murray
State University, Murray,
Ky.., 42071, or telephone 502
762.2716 for additional information.

30%

Wallpaper & Woven Woods

Save on over
650 Fashionable
Wallpaper
Patterns!

30%
off
Strippable and
washable
patterns from 5
Selected Books —
including our new
"Kitchens & Baths"
Collection,

30% 50%

off

See
Wallpaper
and Woven Woods
Patterns Coordinated
In Our New
"Kitchens & Baths"
Book

ser

Over 90 Perfect Touch'"
Custom Woven Woods Patterns —
including coordinating _.
"Kitchens & Baths- Selections.

ALL DIAMONDS
40to60%OFF

according to the National Institutes of Health

Solar Energy Class Offered

Save on
Custom Window
Fashions

Louisville Man
Killed In Wreck

ittc- )

death IS the first sign of trouble ) in about one-quarter of
the patients who suffer heart
attacks," say the experts at
the National Institutes of
Health In addition, about 60
percent of the deaths among
people who have a history of
heart disease occur outside of
a hospital "These deaths occur within two hours of the
heart attack, long before most
patients can reach or receive
effective medical therapy,"

SPECIAL!

401
Exotic
Grasscloth
Wallcovering.

30%
off
Over 200 Beautiful Colors in
Stylish One-Inch Metal Blinds.
(all window decor installation extra)

(Wallpaper packaged in double and triple rolls)

—1

899

ALL 14K.GOLD
40%

Only $
S14.99
reg.

be .

Special Carpet

SALE!
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•
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Cut'n
"
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s
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(paddinq and installation extra
not available at all stores)
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-Air Shopping Ctr,
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lay Away Now
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Bel Air Shopping Center

Hat The Serlen *Mums Compen,

Sale ends February 21

Southside Shopping
Center
o. 12thStreet — 753-3321
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Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
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Busboy Booked For Las Vegas Hilton Fire

(HESS TOUIVNAMENT - The first round of the Murray High School chess tournament was played Feb. .3. Three other rounds of the Swiss-style tournament will be
played throughout the month. The tournament with 24 participants is directed by Mrs.
Brenda Staddoy. MHS math department with assistance from Dr. Wayne Bell and the
MS() chess club. At top Scotty Vaughn and logs Ashby compete in the first round of
the tournament. A swiss tournament is made up of four different rounds in which no
player is eliminated. Winners and losers are paired for the nest rounds and the player
accumulating the most points wins the championship.

CORRECTION

Hog Show, Carcass
Contest Scheduled

In Jim Adams IGA's ad that ran in Wednesday's paper of the Murray Ledger &
Times had an item that was incorrect. It
should have read

IGA ROUNDTOP

BREAD
160z.

3/100

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
... GOLD PRICES DOWN!
7Diamond Clusters
While They Last!
VoWes To $260.00
$9900

=
MICHELSON'S JEWELER
pen

si

10-i Sat

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.-Murray, Ky.

Only At

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP, A 13-year-old busboy: who told
police he turned tn the alarm
on the Las Vegas Hilton fire
has been booked on eight
counts of murder in the blaze,
which sent a column of flame
roaring up the side of the country's largest hotel.
Homicide detectives said
Wednesday night they had arrested Philip Bruce Cline after
the room service busboy made
:Inconsistent statements"
about his role in the biggest of
the four fires deliberately set
in the hotel Tuesday night.
The blaze - the second
large and deadly hotel fire in
Las Vegas in three months killed eight people and injured
198. Hospitals had said that 242
people were hurt, but officials
later said that figure was incorrect.
Cline told The San Diego
Evenii4s
MIlkiillibefore his
arrest that he tried to put out
the fire on the eighth floor with
water carried in a trash can.
When that failed, Cline said he
ran down the hall, knocking on
doors to warn guests.
The busboy also was booked
on one count of arson. Officials
-had no explanation immediately for the three other
fires.
Formal charges would be
filed at an arraignment, whir
officials said would take plac
before the end of the week.
In the aftermath of te

The 1981 West Kentucky Reelfoot Packing Company in
Market Hog Show and Carcass Union city, Tenn., to be
Contest will be held Monday, slaughtered and their carFeb. 16, at the West Kentucky casses graded.
Livestock Show and Exposi, Dr. Gary Parker, Universition Center at Murray State ty of Kentucky, will judge the
University.
carcasses and the winning
The show, which is spon- ones announced Thursday at a
sored jointly by the university bariquet and awards program
and the Kentucky Council on at the Exposition Center and
Agriculture, is open to Ken- beginning at 630 p.m.
tucky pork producers and no
The loins of the top graded
-advanced entry is required for carcasse,will be auctioned off
the exhibition.
at the awards program with
Weighing of entries - both the proceeds being used to
barrows and gilts - will begin help defray the expenses of
at 7 a.m, on the day of the the event.
show, according to Dr.
Last year's on-foot show had
Charles Chaney, acting chair- 182 hogs entered and was won
man of the Department of
by Doug Sharpe of Kirksey,
Agriculture at Murray State while the winning carcass was
and the campus coordinator. that of a 210-pound crossbred
All entries must be in place on hog entered by George
the grounds by 10 a.m., he Thompson, Route 2, Morgansaid.
field.
Judging contests in both
youth and adult divisions also
will be held in conjunction
with the show's activities. The
on-foot judging of the animals
will be by Kevin Ellis, a Boyle
County swine producer, beginPARIS, Tenn.(AP)- After
ning at 1030 a.m.
posting $20,000 each, two MidOnce judged live, the
dle Tennessee men accused of
animals will be taken to the
assaulting a Paris banker

Tennessee Men
Out On Bond

Save 307.3

Sherwin
Williams on Perfect Touch'
Stores Custom Draperies
Over 2000 Fabrics, including Satins,
Sheers, Casements
and Prints
r.

have been released from the
Henry County jail.
Harvey Faglier, 32, a
former sergeant with the
Davidson County sheriff's
department, and Hal Vest Sr.,
34, a lieutenant in the department, were freed Wednesday
after posting the reduced
bonds.
The Tennessee Court of
Criminal Appeals in Jackson
lowered the bond from
$100,000 Tuesday for the two
Hendersonville men.
Faglier and Vest had been in
jail since Jan. 22 on charges of
assault with intent to commit
murder and armed robbery in
an attack on T.J. "Jack"
Weaver, president of Security
Bank and Trust Company in
Paris.

12 Jurors Seated
In Rape-Murder
Of 8-Year-Old Girl

Create a beautiful view with our fabulous Perfect Touch
Custom Drapery Fabrics. Choose sumptuous satins ... airy
sheers. . elegant casements. . dazzling prints.
All 30% off regular price. We will be happy to assist you with
selection and coordination.
t nstallatron extra/
Sale ends February 28
198, The Sne.win

*o

Cornwy

4110.6%.
Southside
Shopping Center

South 12th St — 753-3321

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(API - A
panel of 12 jurors has been tentatively seated in the trial of a
McKenzie man accused in the
1979 murder-rape kidnapping
of an eight-year-old girl, but
court officials said challenges
to the jury are expected.
Robert Glen Coe, 25, is on
trial in Criminal Court before
Judge William Williams in the
slaying of Cary Medlin of
Greenfield. Prosecutors have
said they will seek the death
penalty.
The child's bornly was found
in a field near her home two
days after she disappeared
while playing with her brother
Sept. 1, 1979.
Coe is charged with firstdegree murder, aggravated
sexual battery and aggravated kidnapping. His attorneys have said the defense
will be based on insanity.

blaze, which Fire Chief Roy:
Parrish termed "definitely arson," scorch marks scarred
the side of the Hilton's east
tower, where flames burst
from eighth-floor windows and
shot to the top of the 30-story
building
Knotted bedsheets still hung
from broken windows and an
army of security guards was
on patrol. Police said they had
questioned some people about
looting but there were no arrests and no immediate
reports of large thefts.
Guests who fled rooms in the
east wing, most severely
damaged in the blaze, were
being escorted in today to
reclaim abandoned suitcases
and other belongings.
Hundreds of people who lined up for hours Wednesday to
wait for escorts to their rooms
found their doors had been
wrenched open during
firefighters' roomto-room
search for victims.
Inside, walls and furniture
were thick with soot. The sooty, waterlogged carpets looked like mud.
Hilton officials estimated
the damage at $10 million -but
said the hotel could be reopened in a week because some
1,900 of the 2,783 rooms were
undamaged by the fire. The
first-floor casino
was
unscathed. The other rooms
were damaged, mostly by
smoke.
More than 4,000 people fled
the building during the fire,including 110 who were plucked
from the roof by helicopters.
Among the guests overcome

by smoke was singer Natalie minutes, it reached the upperThe scene of destruction
Cole, who performed at the most floors, bursting windows was reminiscent of the afterhotel Monday.
and lapping basi into the math of last November's inDeputy Chief Eric Cooper
ferno at the MGM Grand hotel
said Cline "had given an inThe other fires were set in a two miles away in which 64
itial statement last night second-floor uniform linen people died_ But Parrish said
(Tuesday i and another state- area, a third-floor service the Hilton blaze was unlike the
ment today ( Wednesday ) and elevator and a ninth-floor MGM fire, which was blamed
there were inconsistencies."
firehose, he said.
in part on building code violaOne of eight people questionEvidence of arson included tions.
ed at the scene of the blaze, fire hoses on the ninth floor
Nor could the Hilton fire be
Cline "stated he was the first that were severed and stuffed linked with earlier fires on I.as
one to discover the fire," with a flammable material.
Vegas' gaudy neon-lit strip of
Cooper said. All eight were
Officials have declined to hotel-casinos, he said.
released after questioning say exactly how the fire was
"We did have a couple of set
Tuesday night.
fires in the past," Parrish
started.
But after two hours of quesHilton Hotel Vice President said. -To link those with this
tioning Wednesday, Cline was Henri Lewin, meanwhile, of- would be impossible."
formally arrested and booked fered a $100,000 reward for inAsked about the economic
in connection with the main formation leading to ar- impact of two fatal fires in
fire.
sonists.
three months, List said he did
Cooper said there is
There had been no prior not believe tourism would be
"probable cause to determine threats to the hotel, he said. hurt.
only that he's responsible for
But hotel officials did receive
Stuart Meier, a pit boss at
the main fire on the eighth
a call during the fire from so- Caesar's Palace, agreed.
floor.. We have no explana- meone who asked: "Is the fire
"It's sad," he said, "but I
tion yet for the other fires."
still on? Have they' got you don't think this will affect this
Some Hilton guests, still
yet?"
city at all."
camped on cots at the nearby
Las Vegas Convention Center.
cheered Gov. Robert List's
statement that a person convicted of arson in a,fatal fire
could be executed under
Yesterday in P.N. Hirsch & Co's ad of
Nevada law.
The Murray ledger & Times, a price
"This is a destructive
criminal act," he said. "This
was omitted. It should of been:
state has a tough law. The
penalty for arson that kills someone is capital punishment."
The blaze had four points of
origin, Parrish said.
The main fire began in the
eighth floor elevator area and
"spread from the eighth to the
29th floors by leaping outside," Parrish said. Within 15

Entire Stock Girl's
Jeans & Slacks 40% Off

scholarships
The
are
renewable for four years provided academic standards are
met.
Twenty-three scholarships
are offered from the Alumni
Association. The awards are
made to students going into
various fields. There are also
scholarships for handicapped
students to attend Murray
State.
The University Foundation
offers 25 scholarships for
various fields of study
General academic scholarships also are awarded by the
university.
Bryan said students may
pick up applications in their ci
high school counselor's office.
or in the School Relations Office on the first floor of Sparks
Hall at Murray State.

ORDER A
HEART CAKE
NOW
For That Special Valentine

Sammons'
Bakery
"54.3

Chestnut St

Savi•ngs galore
1
on Fish & More

HALF-PRICE
TIRE SALE
Aramid-belted
Radial Tires
Cut 50%
$3395
was 467 91
plus Si 48 Federal Excise Tax
OTHER SIZES ON SALE
TO FIT MOST CARS

SAVE 134 to $64 EACH
$136 to $256 OFF
FOUR Aramid-belted for
strength and flexibility
Polyester radial plies

I)IEHARD
12-v. Battery
Cut $10
$59.99

4999

Two crispy fish fillets cooked in our secret batter.
Served with golden fryes, fresh cole slaw and two
crunchy hushpuppies.

We only taste expensive.

with trade-in battery

Constructed to deliver fast
starts, long life
TIRE, BATTERY
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE,
WHEEL BALANCE
• Shipping. Install•tion estr•
• Ask about Spans reedit plasm
• Prices are catalog prices •
Now on..!. in our .1 catalog
.pplement

Buy Two Fish & More® Dinners
for $3.79
This coupon entitles
the bearer to two
(2) Fish & More Dinners
for $3 79
Offer limited: On* coupon

Saltslachon Guaranteed
or Your Alone,' Hat k

Sears
••••• ••••••• •

per person, per visit.
Offer itapires: Feb 28, 1981
1841 1..Js

rw

AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER
00 5 30 Mon Sat
lel Air SiNfrall Ct,
153 7310
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DESCR

DE SCR

Title c

I
is misc.
items

CORRECTION

Applications For MSU
Scholarships Due March 1
High school students who
wish to apply for a scholarship
to attend Murray State
University during 1981-82
should submit applications by
March 1, accordine to Phil
Bryan, director of school relations at Murray State.
Scholarships awarded yearly to outstanding high school
students include the Presidential Scholars' Program,
scholarships awarded by the
Murray State Alumni Association and awards made by the
University Foundation.
Presidential
Scholars'
awards are made to
graduating high school seniors
of exceptional academic ability'. Students must rank in the
upper three percent of their
class and score in the top
percentiles on the national
American College Test( ACT),
Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) and National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test
( NMSQT ). In
addition,
students must be recommended by their high school administrators and have
demonstrated
leadership
abilities.
The Presidential Scholars'
program pays for tuition and
fees, residence hall accommodations and meal ticket.
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Religious Art Show
Murroy-Colloway County Ministerial Association
do Murroy-Colloway County Public Library
710 Main Street
Murray KY .42071

STVE
ZIP
DESCRIPTION Of '1>A1,1TI.NGS TO BE DISPLAYED IN GENERAL DISPLAY AREA

DESCRIPTION Of PAINTINGS TO BE DISPLAYED IN JURIED AREA
Title of Work

Medium

Size

Price If For Sale

01
Watercolor
Acrylic

; at

Sketch
it I
this
ENO.

I acknowledge that I have read the rules and regulations and that if my
work does not conform to the regulations and/or
is misrepresented in my description or if I violate any of the rules,
the show staff reserves the right to request the removal of
items or to terminate my status as an exhibitor.
NO FEE REQUIRED

Signature

Community Theatre's
'Valentine's Party' Is
Scheduled For Friday
The Murray Calloway County Community Theatre's
"Valentine's Party" on Friday evening will swing back
through the big bahd era of the.
30's and the 40's with Bobby
Bryan while serving flamed
crepe suzettes.
The party is Community
Theatre's first furfd-raising

Bobby Bryan

event of the year. Bryan will
spin the first big band recorded at 8 p.m. at the Bank of
Murray, University Branch.
Bryan, a 'former big band
musician and arranger, is coproducer of a nationally syndicated big band program and
announcer for WKMS-FM, the
university fine arts radio sta-!
tion.
Additional entertainment
for the evening includes
scenes from "The Boyfriend"
performed by Young Actors
Guild, vocal selections by Tim
Hawkins and show tunes performed by Joe Jackson and
Richard Valentine.
Tickets of $5 per person include the crepe suzettes served tableside by the Young Actors Guild and dancing beginning at 8 p.m. Reservations
may be made tiy calling The
Panhandler at 753-5679.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray, Ky.
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MSU Club Aids Older Students
The anxiety older students feel upon
returning to college, in ooy.late 20.'s.9r
olderi probably made worse by a feeling of being totally alone.
"Older students do not go back to the
dormitory at night where there are
other people with the same worries
about grades and careers.- said Billie
Burton, who was once a returning student at Murray State University and experienced the "fear" firsthand.
Mrs. Burton, now a counselorinstructor in the Counseling and
Testing Center at Murray State,
believes older students have special
needs which. probably have not been
met on college campuses.
"Nervousness, a great amount of
fear, and pressure to succeed are
characteristics of returning students."
said Mrs. Burton.
The average age of college students
continues to rise as an increasing
number of older persons decide to
return to. school, sometimes "entering
as a freshman at age 40 or older."
At Murray State, about 13 percent of
the 8,000 students are over age 23. "The
needs of older students will continue to
increase as their numbers increase."
The needs range from refresher
courses in mathematics and English to
help in Nding a babysitter. Bin
perhaps more important, older

students need the association ot persons
In.their own age group.
An informal club. Returning Students
United, whose members have been
meeting regularly in recent months at
Murray State. is helping give members
the camaraderie they may have lacked.
Mrs. Burton helped found the group
and is its adviser. She saw a need for
the club when she enrolled in graduate
school at age 34 to work on a degree in
guidance and counseling.
"I think the anxiety experienced may
be worse because returning to college is
something they have thought about for
years. They didn't routinely register for
college after high school like many
younger students. There is a longconsidered decision to return."
The idea for the club grew out of *a
course titled "New Directions" which
has been taught for several semesters.
The class acquaints returning students
with college life and the campus. But
Mrs. Burton felt the course lacked the
peer association needed by older
students.
Thus, she helped organize the club.
Members meet informally each
Wednesday morning from 8 to 9 in the
lobby of Ordway Hall. While sipping
coffee, members discuss ideas "about
what it's like to be in college and be
over age 21 "

Mrs: Burton said she believes the
club's benefits are simple. "It helps
older students to help one another. It's
just a comfort to know there arc
students like yourself on campus.. Like any organization. Returning
Students United has begun club activities. One project is to help new older
students with the sometimes frightening registration routine.
At the start of the spring semester,
club members volunteered to lead new
returning students through registration. "The club members registered
themselves and at the same time
helped new students."
Connie Baltz, also a counselorinstructor, noted that some older
students find they' need refresher
courses in basic subjects such as
English. She said the courses are
available on campus.
Older students may score lower than
average on ACT college entrance examinations "because they have been
away for such a long period. The scores
do not indicate less ability in that
case," she said.
Mrs. Burton said older students tend
to make higher. grades than younger
students "once they get over the initial
fear of returning. They are often more
dedicated and serious about why they
are in college."

Action Started Against Syrup Companies
Resources because the products are misbranded.
Analysis by the department's food control branch
has revealed that honey labeled with the names of four Kentucky distributors and one
'Mississippi distributor was
misbranded because the product contains from 65 per cent
to 85 per cent added cane or
corn sugars.
In addition, samples of
sorghum and maple syrup
from one of the Kentucky
distributors and another
Mississippi distributor were

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
Spectacular Color Graphics
• and
Exciting Sound

West
Side

found to contain added sugars
and were misbranded, according to John Draper,food control branch manager.

102 gallons of adulterated
maple syrup have been
quarantined.
The department has petitioned district courts in the 30
Draper said the distributors
counties where the products
involved were: James J.
were found in Decunber for
Holland, Bowling Green; Sam
their condemnation and
Brown, Campton; Charlie
destruction.
ttoe, Pomeroyton; Delbert
Roe, Pomeroyton; Oliver Anthony, Philadelphia, Miss. and
W.E. Pilgnm, DeKalb, Miss.

Draper said that approximately t.00 gallons of
adulterated honey; 250 gallons
of adulterated sorghum and
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Plug-In Program Paks for
Entertainment, Personal Use
Write Your Own Programs And
Save Them on Cassettes
• Easy for Beginners to Use.
Expandable for Experts

color

TV and Cassette recorder or buy ours.

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000.
AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES, COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.
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Olympics up to a maximum of goal by March 15.
roll-on or solid spray
net
$5,100. That amount is enough
Collection boxes will be
weight statement from carton
to pay the on-site costs for all placed in Kroger's,
North and
or
number
on bottom of can
12 of the athletes to attend the Southode IGA's,
Big John's
written on piece of paper;
1981 International Winter and Storey's. Labels
may also
Camay - complete wrapper.
Games in Stowe. Vt.
be mailed to Teens Who Care, Mr. Clean
- fluid ounce stateCalloway County High School, ment
from front of bottle;
Proctor and Gamble Will
College Farm Road, Murray, Bounce
Proof-of-purchases number- two end flaps cut
donate three cents for each
Ky. 42071. Further informa- from
ing 170,000 need to be collected
the carton; Dawn - fluid
label to Kentucky Special
tion may be obtained by callin order to reach the $5,100
ounce statement; Cheer. Tide,
ing 753-5382.
or Bold 3 - net weight stateThese are the proof-of- ment
from carton; Charrrun'purchases needed on Proctor
picture of baby from package:
and Gamble products: Scope Pampers
- universal product
-- fluid ounce statement; Pert Code
symbol; and Crisco - fluid ounce statement; net
wesght statement.
Wondra - code number from
bottom of bottle written on
Fluid ounce statement on
piece of paper; Crest - back bottles may be removed by.
panel from carton: Secret, soaking in starm water.

HOUSE DESTROYED -.The Henry Buchanan house, Fairview Acres off Kentucky 1
21 South, was destroyed by fire
late Wednesday night. Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad firemen were on the
scene about two hours but the
house was engulfed by flames before they arrived, a squad spokesman said. No
injuries were reported, the
spokesman said. He added that cause was unknown. The firemen contained the blaze
form spreading to nearby
structures.

ist in Features,Performance,Price!

Use your own

Teens Who Care Collect Labels

The Calloway County High
School Teens Who Care are
collecting proof-of-purchase
labels from Proctor and Gamble products for Kentucky
Special Olympics Inc.

FERN TERRACE LODGE
----- -

COMPUTERS

$399

tncity to consumers are never used to
support nonpower activities, TVA ac-Uvilles in such areas as natural
resources, community development,
agriculture, and fertilizer research are
supported principally by appropriated
funds # Congressional appropriations)."
[Yawn Ford, chief of the TVA Citizen
Action Office, said that the TVA statement reviewed at the seven consumer
roundtables was drafted after two
years of public and employee suggestions. She said the draft will be refined
after the roundtable responses. The
final statement will be distributed to
the public and TVA employees in mid1981,

-

atm,ihaek
'TRS-80

From

He% kola said the TVA stritritient of
purpose and direction will plan where
we intent'to go if we have all the money
needed for all we need to do"
Part of the TVA statenient draft explains funding of TVA power and nunpower programs, in a section called
- Where the Money Cornea From and
Where the Money Goes" TVA staff at
the roundtable Wednesday said many
people wonder if TVA spends their electricity bill payments on nunpower programs such as outdoor recreation and
agriculture
The TVA statement explains that thiis not the case:
"Since revenues from the sale of elei

,
fts-

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) ,--Legal action against honey
and syrup products sold by six
distributors in Kentucky has
been initiated by the state
Department for Human

Gal

TVA 'dad Between the
lakes is a
"drawn% card" for business and industry thinking of expanding in or moving to the region, said Butch Tyson of
the Hopkinsville Chaniber of Commerce
Ted Crozier, mayor of Clarksville.
Tenn . said '1.131. is great for Kentucky
and Tennessee. It is first class
Crozier fears that 1.81. "is very subject to drastic cuts" during government
budget-trimming in the Reagan administration.
Wilbur Hawkins of Hopkinsville. TVA
district administrator, said "TVA has
undergone several administrations
sin i i• !TIT' when it began.

Open Fridays
MI 8:30 P.M.

At Fern Terrace we are all trying to avoid the flu
and so far we are doing pretty good. A lot of the
residents have colds & coughs but hopefully
everyone will be over them soon. We have started
exercises classes on Tues.& Thurs. and to my surprise we have quite a large group participating.
Our Student Social Worker, Marla Pruitt is conducting this class. We are glad to have Maria with
us this semester. She has made many new friends &
is very helpful to our residents.
We are always glad to have visitors or groups out
to entertain but I would like to ask you to please
come a little early and set up your chairs and etc. as
my residents have been doing this, but I feel they
are not able to move all the furniture, so if you will
come a little early and set up and then put the
chairs and etc. back after you are finished it will be
appreciated.
I also want to say "thanks" to the Poplar Springs
Baptist Church for being so considerate of our
residents. When they came out in January, they
realized after they got there, that several of the
residents were enjoying the inauguration of Pres.
Reagan on TV so they said to let them watch it and
they would be back in Feb. This certainly was a
christian thing to do to put the residents before
themselves.
As all of you know at Fern Terrace we have
people who are sports-minded and also people
who want to stay aware of current events. This is
considered their home away from home so my first
concern is to see that each resident is happy and
that they can enjoy their stay here the same as if
they were in their own home.
At the present time I have a few vacancies and if
you know of anyone who needs to live in a home
like Fern Terrace please tell them to come by and
see me Mrs. Tapp, adm. or Mrs. West, asst. adm. or
call 753-7109 for information. At Fern Terrace our
doors are open at all times and you or your family
are welcome to visit at any time of the day. You are
also free to come at meal time and etc. to see that
your loved ones are treated with only the best of
care. Even the tooth fairy came to see Mr. J.C.
Glazebrook didn't they I.C.
We want to welcome tudene Shekel!, James Saddler and Mr. J. C. Glazebrook. They have recently
joined our family.
Again, if you know of anyone needing our services call or come by Fern Terrace Lodge and see
Mrs. Tapp, adm. or Mrs. West, asst. adm. or call
753-7109.
P.S. On Friday night Feb. 13th Country Gentleman
Band will be here for a Valentine Dance, all family
and friends of our residents please feel wekome to
join us.

You've Seen It On
60 Minutes,
Good Morning America,
and in
People Magazine

COMING scoop
DMSO
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HEALTH
Nerve deafness

1. Legal NOtice

1. Legal Notice

6THeliVtinted

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

T

I am
DEAR DR LAMB
writing to you about nerve
deafness I have been told by
an ear specialist there is no
help for it One day I read
about a woman who had nerve
deafness and a surgeon
replaced the stirrup bone with
a tiny wire which vibrates
when struck by sound waves
In her case the bone had
become rigid After surgery
the first sound she heard was
her husband and two children
walking into the room What
can you tell me about such an
operation Is it possible now
You
DEAR READER
are asking about two different
problems I am not familiar
with the published story You
cite but your story is that of a
woman who had otosclerosis
It is a common cause of loss
of hearing The bone degeneration and regeneration that
occurs can fix the small bones
in the middle ear so they cannot vibrate Normally the
vibrations are picked uo by

the internal ear which in turn
is connected to nerves that go
to your brain
When the little bones are all
that is involved there are several operations that can be
Used for this E)en bone
growth over the inner ear
tcochleai that transmits the
waves from the tin) bones (-an
sometimes be helped with
surgery
Nerve deafness means
involvement or damage of the
tiny nerve receptors in the
internal ear or the nerve itself
between the ear and the brain,
or the hearing center in the
brain This is a different process but the nerve endings can
be involved too an advanced
otosclerosis Most nerve deafness cases cannot be helped
with surgery'
To help you understand the
mechanism of hearing and the
different causes of hearing
loss. I am sending you my new
issue of The Health Letter
number IC-f Your Vital

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Scamper
6 Cultivates
11 Shelves
13 Gotten up
14 Oral pause
15 Bureau
17 Chinese mile
)8 Fondle
20 Parsonage
21 Food fish
22 European
24 Also
25 Mine vein
26 Wander
28 Intelligent
30 Employs
32 Jog
33 Lessens
35 Dillseed
37 Narrate
38 Crimson
40 Crack
42 Anger
43 Prevent
45 Three Prefix
46 Scale note
47 Thoroughfares
49 Earth goddess
50 Jumped
52 Substance
54 Chemical
compound
55 Emporiums

6 Liberate
Answer to Wednesdays Puzzle
7 Ventilate
8 Rupees
APT
ROTS
S EAN
labbr
COO CCM BC A
9 Tune
OLOUO CU LID
10 Mean
CCM COCO
12 Chair
=COO= OC
13 Classify
ODUC LICO CU
16 High-hat
00 00U
OCC 0
19 Afflict
A CO
21 Satisfied
CUD CUM
23 Fundamental
CC OUCCUO0
25 Maned ones
OCOC OCCO
27 Encountered
CE OW MOM
0
29 Macaw
On 0000 CUM
on
Waited
31
STUN
OATS
E NS
33 Eagles nests
34 Observed
48 As written
43 Declare
36 Goal
Mus
37 Name
44 Athletic
51 Near
39 Bongo
group
Editors
abbr
53
41 Docks
47 Simian

Estimator Construction related
Notks of Public Near*
en Kostikky Statewide Section 501

Hearing Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents wilt .
long, stamped. self -addrc,-envelope for it to me. in •
of this newspaper. P 0
1551, Radio City Station. 7s,
York. NY 10019
Now some people (but not
alIt with some degree of nerve
deafness can be helped with
hearing aids designed to fit
their particular type of hear
mg loss A detailed evaluaL.by an audiologist to ideni.
the nature of the hearing lo,s
is helpful in such cases and
should be done before
attempting to select a particular instrument
Does
DEAR DR LAMB
chicken liver have much iron
why
And
in it like beef liver"
is it you never see liver or
cabbage served in hospitals' I
thought both were healthy
DEAR READER - As a
matter of fact chicken liver
contains more iron than beef
liver. Liver is one of the few
good food sources of iron
Some other food sources contain iron that cannot be
absorbed readily by the digestive system One hundred
grams of chicken livers contain 7.9 mg of iron. Beef liver
contains 6.5 mg. But calf liver
contains 8.8 mg For a real
iron boost you might want to
use hog liver which contains
19.2 mg per 100 grams.
Liver is a good food except
that it is relatively high in
cholesterol. That should only
be important if you need to
limit your cholesterol intake.
One hundred grams of liver
contain 300 mg of cholesterol.
I suspect that hospitals
don't serve liver because it is
not popular with all that
many people - including
patients. And cabbage is a gas
former. A hospital is a bad
place to have gas in addition
to other medical problems.
But I see apple sauce is popular in hospitals and it is a gas
former for many people.

Traumatise Pisa

WHO'S 711 TNE CUTEST
IT
OF THE CUTE"
FOR?

to

14

WILL 14E
KNOW
WHO NE 15?

I. Thomas E. Roberts. of Route
6 Murray. KY. will no longer be
responsible for any debts other
than my own, as of Wednesday.
February 4. 1981

2

Well
Copy I Restorotion .
can retouch and restore.
natural color, black I white
or sepw tone.
CARTERSTUDM:
713 8798
304 Moon

BEALE'S
TUNE-UP
643 N. 4th
vs with electronic ignition
529.95; V13 without electronic ignition 534.95; 6 cyl.
with electronic ignition
S22.95.- 6 cyl. withort electronic *ition 927.95; 4 cyl.
with electronic ignition
919.95; 4 cyl. without elec.
honk ignition 523.95_ Al
prices include ports and labor.
2 wheels
Disk brakes
511.50 includes labor & pads;
Drum brakes 923.50 includes
shoes S. labor; Wheel cylin.
deer, turning drums & rotors
are extra for most American

deht

- ElLu•SSUSadlaI•

WHAT
PAN/ IS
TODAY?

9. Situation Wanted

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale S25.00 per
rick. Call 753-8351

CAM

I'M SURE
1-iE WILL_

I DOUBT IT!!

Charlie Brown Playschool.
1607 Olive. 753-7359 Ages
l'/-up $550 daily Drop its
51 OD hourly

/Lis/Li/x.1-4

Going out for business sale.
Ems Interiors. 75,3-1474.
Looking for a Bargain. Try Norman's Curiosity Shop in Hardin.
Open Thursday friday and
Saturday 9 5

/00ttr
(OAufe

•

ra

1

ITS CALLED,
"COOKIE'S
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
LEFTOVERS"

Special This Week
Boneless Catfish $1.00 lb

IT WASN'T MUCH CA
DREAM FOR THE
KANGAROOS,
EITHER

Large refrigerator, 21 cubic
foot. Whirlpool, side by side,
copperEpne aqua. Like new
Make offer. 753-2523. 1005
Fairlane.
Will trade pecan dining room
furniture and safe for old oak
dining furniture. 436-2333.

14. Want To Buy
Junk cars 474-8838

WANTED:

Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-972,9 or 475-2346
after 5 pm
Wanting te buy mechanic tools
Call 753-2405. ask for Tommy
Would like to buy high chair
Call 753-0795.

New and used Baldwin piano
and organs Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office
Paris TN

$25 squirrel cage fan, $35
playpen. $10. Call 753-8361
for sale I couch. chair. 2 end
tables Also 4 pair snow tires.
different sizes. $30 pair,
balanced and installed Call
753 7242 after 6 pm
for sale Bar stereo with AM
FM radio, 8-track, and turn
table with flashing wood lights
Also new girl's 10-speed and 2
used 14 inch radial tires Call
436-2437.

it Home Furaiaiiin
Black vinyl couch, $60 Call
753-9235 after 3 pm
Couch, chair, and ottoman.
maple hutch, two end tables
and coffee table, antique
breakfast table. Siuger sewing
machine, antique lamps and
accessories. Call 753-0960
For sale cheap! Two nice living
room chairs, one gold and one
green, storm door. 36- wide, 2
nice table lamps Call 4988176
For sale Den furmture lore
seat. $95. matching rocker,
$45. and recliner. $25 7538Q71.
For sale 15' Freezer Amana.
works good. $100 Air condihoner, 14.000 BTU Coldpoint
works good $80 Come by 41
River* Courts. Doug and
Eunice Berry.
Seven piece living room suite.
3 piece maple bedroom suite,
and kitchen table and chairs.
Call ifter 5 pm, 759-4663
Side by side refrigerator, apartment size stove, both in excellent condition Call 7594630 after 5 pm
Sofa with slip cover. $85. 7536851
Victorian living room suite
upholstered
Beautiful
mahogany set, including large
love seat. 2 arm chairs, and 4
marble top tables. and 2
, crystal lamps. Quality furniture
in excellent condition A complete Victorian living room
ensemble far below present
prices. $1500 firm. 436-2206.
Westinghouse, front load
tumbletype washer and matching dryer. Excellent condition $250 for both Call 7535945 after 5 pm

New and used pros bought
and sold A beautiful repo
piano noir available for someone to assume monthly
Payments Clayton's 753-7575
Wanted Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty 753-7575

IA/

111 r•
41

Kelley's Termite
&PWCOTIftor
Phone 753-3914

For sale. 5 hp air compressor.
Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104
Firewood, seasoned oak and
hickory, 18", 24'. Chainsaws
repaired, sharpened. Tree
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853
Firewood. 18--24" seasoned,
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory. $22.50
delivered. 489-2492 or 1534157.
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick
474-8005
Wood for sale 436-2758.

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 5 years
experience 5 tax courses, 8-6
nights and
Monday-Friday
Saturdays by appointment. Call
759-1425

26. TV-Radio
Murray s No 1 color t

CLAYTON'S
as Iiimisk 753-7575
Wanted Responsible person to
take up monthly payments on
25- color t.w., warranted
Clayton's, 753-7575.
1978 American Pride mobile
home, like new, partly furnished Call 436-5412_
1974 Double wide mobile
home, 24x36, partially furnished Of unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heat.
Very easily heated $7500
Phone 1-354-6217.
For sale: Mobile home. 12x58
Scheville 2 bedroom, partially
furnished. $4000 Call 7538417.
1972 Model 12x55 nice
trailer 753-6231.
Small 2 bedroom, all electric,
completely furnished Call 7530331.

For sale. 870 Remington slug
gun with Redfield scope, 30
Power. magnified 3- magnum
barrel and case Call 753-4686
after 5 pm.
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced. no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville Junction KY 164-117, Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914.

The family of Frank
Spiceland would like to express
heartfelt thanks to everyone
who showed acts of kindness
and sympathy during the loss
of our loved one Thank you
Lost Gray Persian cat. in vicinity of Parks Grain, South 641
Reward, Please call 759-1560
lost Black and gray tom cat in
the vicinity of South 8th Street
753-0686.

6. Help Wanted
Full and part time Auto
Mechanic position available.
Experience preferred Apply in
person K-Mart Auto Department. Thurs. and Fri. 9-12 and
1-5 only
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Two bedroom trailer. completely furnished, very nice, $150
per month Call 753-8964 after
5

19" Color t.v. $60. sun-heat
lamp. $80, cost $160. complete aquarium, $25, sofa
$100. AM-FM 8-track stereo
$50. 435-4150

Al tad.. of old diemorde end gold
ring,
W•dding
jetv•Ify
engagement rings, draw nogo. al
twee of rnen • ring,. antlque
pins. brooch.. Kn.t gold oat
Oh.
W• lave • goad selection of or.
owned navels, and wg pet we
dole,foe Mese lien.

Elm

Rogers Jewelers
(3-11i Model 200 Case Plows Irstlesiod)
753-11113 Ext. 243, 272, or 241.

RI.diamond noes ol
110 Wert aellangbn Sc
Nord1.1d• of SOY.
Downtown Pare, Tenn
Phone 0014425551

50 Hook Trotlines $10: nylon 1
lb. no. 21 or 24 $3.79: Trotline
hooks 1/0 $1.39 per 100: 2/0
$1.59 per 100. McMahon
swivels 50 for $159. Pre-tied
hotline drops 50 for $1 00
East Yticary, 753-8786.
New battery sale, 3 year warranty, $39.95 exchange. New
Concord Grocery, 436-5353.
Three phase motor $50 Call
753-0840

Only

$23995
Save $110.00

In-Dash Cassette With
Dolby' •Suportuner

K1-5000
Digital Electronic Tuner-

In-Dash Ai/to-Reverse Cssssst• With AM/ FM Stereo
KP 4500

CaptainDli

While They Lost

95Most Smell Coes)
$104(Mt

AP 1500

MANAGER/TRAINEE
We're looking for a Manager/Trainee and
Assistant Managers. If you are mature,
organized, and dedichted, and are looking for
new opportunities now, or in the next few
months, send us your resume.
IN TH. °Pam.oeN„

'

28. Mob. Home Rents

995
$1 2
Only

MuGGING5 AREN'T ENOUGH
FOR MR. GOOROO.HE'5 INTO
DRUGS, TOO ? TIME TO
.510P ,ALL
OP IT

C og fpompom
nod.

I
'

24. Miscellaneous

27: Mobile Home Sales

20. Sports Equipment

miles

5793
12160
quiet
month
753.5
weeke
Two
clean
on 64
8436
Inc m

All DUGS CALI.

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760

Sewing machine zig lag
and attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaran•
teed. Phone 354-6321.

One

23-.1irterminating

17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines

2L1

FOR SALE
753.9381

6075.41k

5 Lost and Found
THERE I WAS HOPPING THRti
THE ht0005, WIT94 A BUNCH
OF WILD KANGAROOS

13. For Sale or Trade

22. Musical

FlOCit tray lamp 3-way switch.

50' lb.

Buffalo

3. Card of Thanks

,
jr

Business opportunity. Four
mobile homes in clean, small
mobile park. Top condition and
underpinned. $600 per month
income. Job relocation makes
it difficult to manage. Price
519.800. 1-924-5445.

15. Articles For Sale

15. Articles For Sale

BILL'S FISH
MARKET
.112 UNPINd enure %natal.

10. Bus. Opportunity

Will buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak veneering
arid other quality timber. Call 753-5592 after 7 p.m.

MURRAY
HEALTH SPA
THAT'S IT--I FORGOT TO
BRUSH MY
TEETH

Experienced mature woman
needs part time employment
Excellent housekeeper, good
with children, older people.
Call 759-4621 evenings or
write Box 2556 University Station, M S U
Secretary position wanted. Permanent full time. Operate
memory typewriter and System
6. Phone 767-6293.
Will do babysitting in my home
have
and
Experienced
references 753-4157.
Will babysit potty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends. Call 753-1624.
Will do sewing in my home
Please call 753-0702.

STANDING
TIMBER

Now Available
Running Programs
For
Members Only
Contact

1,

IT WAS

7. Storage Bldgs.
portable
Built
Custom
buildings Call 753-0984_

South 4th Street
Murray, Complete Auto
Repair, Fres tube with
oil and filter change.
753-7.896.

ir

I WISH I COULD
REMEMBER WHAT

Staff Pharmacist Immediate
opening with Community
Hospital, Mayfield. KY Corn
plete salary and benefit pro
gram to fit your needs Contact
Personnel Office at 502-247
5211

AL'S SUPER SHELL

2

I'M SURE I
FORGOT TO DO
SOMETHING
THIS
MORNING--

female, to sta4 immediately,
hours flexible For more information call 924-5811
Salesperson Do you like to
travel-) Do you enjoy arts and
crafts,If your answer is yes we
have a lob 101 you Call Action
Personnel. 753-6532

SUPPORT YOUR
POLITICAL SYSTEM
Check the yes box on your
1040 Form, donating 81 to
the Presidential Campaign
Fund. Checking yes does
not increase your fund or
reduce your refund.

• et

d

Need 7 intelligent ambitious
college students male or

2. Notice

2. Notice

.1%
LI IA,;

perience 520-30,000 salary
range. Action Personnel, 7536532

The Kentucky Deportment of Transportation is in
the process of writing a Statewide Section 504 Tron
sawn Plon which describes the steps public tran
sportotion systems receiving funds through Section
16(b)? and 18 of the Urban Mass Transportation Act
of 1964, as omended. in the nonurbonized areas of
Kentucky, will hose to take to become accessible to
handicapped persons. A public heoring will be held on
Tuesday.. February 24, 1981. beginning at 2,00 PM
Central Stamford Time, in the Poducoh City Roll, Corn
mission Chambers, 5th 8 Washington. Poducoh, Ken
tucky The hearing is held in compliance with U.S
Department of Transportation regulations pertaining
to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Systems to be discussed at this public hearing include
among others the Poducah Transit System and the
Murray -'Calloway County Transit System. All interested persons ore invited to attend and they will be
given on opportunity to be heord. If you cannot attend, but would like to submit written testimony
please write to Mr. Bruce S. Sirio, Director, Division of
Moss Transportation, State Office Building, High
Street, Frankfort, Kentucky 40622. A draft of the
Transition Plan will be available for public inspection
during regular business hours one week prior to the
public hearing at the Paducah Transit Authority, City
Hall, Paducah, Murray/Calloway Transit Authority,
City Hall, Murray and Kentucky Deportment of Transportation District Office, Kentucky Dam Rood
Poducoh,

AMMO
MINN
COME ON,
MEMMEM
LET'S TWIST AGAIN
WE MOIMMEMM ME WASHINGTON
API UMW WM= MEM There's a special twist young
parents should learn„ says
'UM WM WEEM Chubby
Checker, king of the
WINN MIMI= 1960s' "twist"
dance craze.
WNW WM=
It's the -twist" needed to properly reseal child-resistant
MMINIMM WMEW caps
on hazardous household
MINIM
MEW
MEM
products and drugs.
DOWN
WEE MUM WI= "Reseal the caps so they are
1 Walks
after every
MUUMUU MI child-resistant
2 Calling
use," Checker urges. "It's
3 &Innen river MUM= MIMI=
worth a twist of your wrist to
4 Ancient
WM=
save a child's life."
5 Semester
I'M ONLY TAKIN6 ONE
VALENTINE TO SCHOOL

industry, engineering or can
struction technology degree
and background 3 years ex-

FOR RESULTS

P.O. Box 1510

Paducah, KY 42001

Limited Sisppiy1
Installation Available We Service What We Sell

World of Sound
222 5o, 12111

753-11165

•

••
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28. Mob. Home Rents
One bedroom trailer for rent 2
miles east of Murray Call 1535793
12x60 Two bedroom, clean.
quiet neighborhood $140 per
month $75 deposit No pets
753-5788 after 5 pm or
weekends
Two bedroom trailer very
clean. approximately 2'7 miles
on 641 South No pets 7538436 alter 5 pm
10x40 Two bedroom, all elec.
Inc mobile home on private lot
in city $120 per month rent
$120 deposit 753-9829.
Two bedroom trailer, near Murray, no pets Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom furnished, low
utilities, Shady-Oaks. $135 per
month. 753-7980 or 753-8087

30. Business Rental

iressor,
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46 Homes For Sale

43.1real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent
Three room furnished apart
ment. 400 South 6th, couple
preferred Phone 247 1459

31.1tooms for Rent
Boys only. carpeting and airconditioning, kitchen and laundry facilities furnished one
block from University $55 per
month 759-4538

34. Houses For Lent
Avadaule at once redecorated
home near Murray No pets
References deposit $150 Call
753 7551
For rent One bedroom house
Call 753-5618
House for rent 3 bedrooms
air
central gas heal
conditioned, carpeting, garage
and full basement. $250 per
month. Call 1-898-6687

own your own
you choose betu,•
the two we have list
on Highway 0280, Both
lots are approximately
350' x 175' with cif .
water and sept
tanks. The corner lot .
$5,800.00 and the ottir
is 55,500.00.

IV I-

L. 7' Ir"

18 Acres near lake at Chandler
Long
Park. Hamlin, KY
blacktop road frontage on KY,
Owner financing
1918
available. John C Neubauer
Realtor. 1111 Sycamore, 753
0101 or 753-7531
For sale Wooden Nickel
Trading Post, Aurora, KY All
stock and equipment $23.000
Call 1-554-0637 or 1-898.M8

Large house, well insulated
near Murray. city water elec.
tric heat, utility room garage
Warehouse
garden Couple, no pets
Storer, Spec*
References ad deposit reFor Mont
quired $175 *nth r 753'1
5593
753-4758
Two bedrooms, utility and
32. Apts.for Rent
garage, redecorated. unfurnish
Apartments for rent, near ed, married couples only
References and deposit. Cali
downtown Murray. 753-4109
492-8594.
Furnished apartments. 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms. Three bedroom house, 2 block!,
Zimmerman Apartments, South from M S U.. $150 per month
BOYD-MAJORS
Call 753-7163.
16th. 753-6609.
I REAL ESTATE
For rent. One or 2 bedroom Two bedroom house, gas heat
753-8080
I
duplex. furnished or unfurnish- air-conditioned, carpet, stove
Professional Services
ed, 414 Sovib lOth 492-8225, refrigerator, 2 blocks from
eat The Friend!) TouchUniversity. No pets. $200 moo
For rent. 2 bedroom apart-.
$100 deposit 489-2244
SMALL FARM
ments at Embassey. 753-3530 thlY
Always Yearned for
Three bedroom house for rent
or 753-4331 after 5 pm.
land of your own then
$150 per month, West Main
Furnished apartment for rent
look at this! Modern 3
Street Call 753-6114 after 6
Call 753-9138 or 753-5292.
BR., brick, extra large
pm.
For rent. Nice. I bedroom 35. Farms For Rent
kitchen, central heat
apartment. Call 753-3949.
and air, 13.7 acres
For rent Farm, 15 acres. 3
located 12 way
Garage apartment for rent, no bedroom house. references,
between Murray and
pets. 753-3913 or 759-1616.
March 1st Call after 6 pm
Mayfield off #464.
Immediate occupancy! New. 2 753-5281.
Priced in low 40's.
bedroom duplex. extra nice 37. Livestock7Supplies
with large living area, gas heat.
NEED MORE
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
Call 753-3966 or 753-1389.
ROOM?
your good mares for 1981
Then this is it, lovely 4
Large 2 bedroom apartment. breeding season, Three
carpet, air-conditioned, near stallions. 753-6126.
BR., and study,
campus. No pets. References
situated on tree38. Pets-Supplies
please. 759-4535 after 5 pin.
studded lot. This charming home has large
One bedroom apartment. next AKC German Shepherd pupAmerican
living-dining area,
'to fairgrounds on 121 North. pies. registered
Eskimo puppies, Also guard
country kitchen, large
No pets. 753-3139.
dogs. 502-554-2153.
rec. room, 2 baths,
One bedroom, carpeted, furelec. heat. Less than
nished apartment. Call 753- AKC Cocker Spaniels puppies,
replacement cost at
black, buff, and red, 8 weeks
2967 after 5 pm.
only $52,900.
old. 901-648-5024 or 648Two bedroom townhouse apart- 5225.
ment.
Carpet, .range,
refrigerator, disposal, washer Dog obedience classes. AKC
dryer hookup, central heat and German Shepherds and AKC
air. Call 753-7559 or 753- Austradian cattle dogs. Call
.436-2858,
7550
Here's your real escape! From
Two bedroom furnished apart. Pointer pups champion blood city congestion and taxes. Easy
928-4593
commuting lust one mile from
ment. 753-8119.
city limits This 3 bedroom colonial guarantees freedom from
the early morning squeeze by
the three in the bathrooms
May we suggest your dialing
225 L. P. Miller St.
753-1492 for your showing of
Across From Community Center
this home? CENTURY 21 LoretOpen Hours
ta Jobs Realtors.

A ft

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHI;17-1

Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday

RESIDENTIAL OR
COMMERCIAL
Older brick home with
full basement located
on 14 beautiful rolling
acres, 31 -2 miles north
of Murray off 4-lane
Would make excellent
development property
Priced in the 5401 s.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

impletee $150
64 after

753-3685
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SALE

753-VVIS

Saturday, Feb. 21-6:30 P.M.
New Concord Auction Barn
Hwy. 121 &444

•

L

& PROPiltle ritgionG MINT

"The building is now heated"
bring your items and get in on this safe. Call Jackie at
436-5353 for a lot number or information.

Terry Shoemaker-Auctioneer
Bob Belson-Auctioneer

LLI

Rtoi ISIAff

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER;
with interest rates you won't
believe!!! Because the owner
will finance and needs to sell
right now. Its lakefront and
it's beautiful Some is partially
developed Buy one of two
tracts seperately or buy the
whole 74 acres at much less.
Call today while it's still
available, Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724.

Allill1111111111I

DOLLAR DAZE® EVENT
STARTS THURS.2/12/81 I
while limited quantities last
ON OUR SALES FLOOR
I, DOLLAR DAZE
ITEMS
AVAILABLE
ONLY
I FROM ASSORTMENTS STOCKED
ON SALES FLOOR
Bel-Air Shopping Center
763-2310

All

)
:swat

INCREASE YOUR
EARNING POWER
With this modern arid
attractive duplex just
listed for sale. Each
side has central heat
and air, modern kitchen with all appliances, 2 bedrooms,
living room with
fireplace, bath and
utility area. Tastefully
decorated throughout.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for all
the details.
NEW LISTING
Modern
three
bedroom brick home
in Sherwood Forest
. just west of Murray city limits. Central heat
and air, living room
with fireplace, abundant storage areas and
extra room which
could be used as 4th
bedroom, game room
or study. Offered in
the mid 550's through
Kopperud Realty, 711
Main Street.
ROUT
•
•

0

Exquisite is the word
for this alrge 4
bedroom home on 2
acres. Has everything.
Wood
burning
fireplace insert heats
entire house. Has 311
baths, family room
and large rec room.
Live like a millionaire
but on a lot less. Must
see to appreciate.
news C..- 430-2435
/not.o
- 751-5723
Lmose lokee - 7f3•2401
fhwley 0111•41- 703.3553.
revry Shommier, A•rtie•de
/33 9114
Ray a •••••• Lek*,

man,roc_

lac. foss•
•ndl ;Mon

Furnisnea nouse for
by
sale 2 blocks from University
in A 1 condition Furnishings
one year old all like new E3
appointment only call 759
4702
For sale Furnished year round
cabin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff
Shores. Kitchen, living room
and large sundeck on first floor
level bedroom, bath and front
sundeck on second floor Priced to sell in the $20's, including range refrigerator airconditioner new 40 gallon
water heater Special discount
for cash or can be financed if
you qualify Shown by appointment only Phone 753-5791 or
753-2649
8 Pungens IL Tkurmen
Three bedroom brick one block
0
&
Insertions
0
to from University, large kitchen
o
Real Estate
a family room with lots of
St1 Smsthinle Court Sq.
cabinets, utility room with
Murray, Kentucky
hookup,
washer -dryer
753-4451
aluminum storm doors and
storm windows, insulation in
walls and ceiling Firm cash
price in $4iror can be financOn Magnolia near the
ed for qualified buyer For appointment phone 753-5791 or
high school is this
753-2649.
beautifa 4 bedroom
brick home with double carport, 2 baths,
47. Motorcycles
central gas heat and
air. Insulated to TVA
1975 XR-75 Honda like new,
standards,
Has
$250. Call 753-9235 after 3
pm
assumable 7% loan.
Attractively decorated
and the price has been
49. Used Cars
reduced for quick sale.
1963 Chevrolet Impala, 2,-door

s

753-1222
AIM

tfoo

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
front
Everywhere.
'Inn" Catalog
STROUT REAL rr
.4.1 Immo gnaw
)212 Cwietwatve
Men,

753-0116
.4,•••

Need down payment? Let us
show you how you can. purchase this 3 bedroom brick
priced in the $30's. Call us for
your showing as there is no
sign in the yard. It's your move
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492
at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

7531222
BETTER HOMES
& GARDENS
Could feature this
Beautifully
home.
wooded and landscaped lot and comfortable home just
waiting for your family. Don't let the opportunity pass to view this
charmer. Adjacent to
Murray High School,
this 3 bedroom home
also has study, den
with hand hewn beamed ceiling and stone
fireplace, formal dining room, and large
game room complete
with wood burning
stove and wet bar.
wooden
Backyard
deck surrounded by
mature Hickorys and
Oaks. Offered very
reasonably in the upper $60's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information.
ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Rental income property only 3 blocks from
the University. Property consists of one
large building with
five rental units and a
smaller building with
two rental units, All
seven units have
separate gas and electric meters. Current
rental income is
$540.00 per month.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, and let
us increase your earning power through
sound Real Estate in.estment

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
1502)753-3146
304N 12th St
Allervey. Nv. 42071

46. Homes For Sale
Two bedroom brick, large kitchen, living room and dining
room, fireplace. half basement,
single garage, wooded acre lot.
New Concord area For appointment call 436-5395

hardtop, 283 automatic, power
steering, California car, $650
753-9181 or 753-8124.
1977 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
white on white loaded with extras 47.000 miles. Like new
SU00. 753-5344
1979 Datsun -210 Call 753
alki 5 o m.
1-.1§ Erramino„, 305 engine,
all options, custom topper.
carpeted. Recently tuned up.
air shocks, tit wheel. approximately 23,000 miles. '$6200
firm. Call 753-0901
1975 Ford LTD. price $1200 or
best ofer. Phone 753-9710
Fiat 1973, 35 mpg. $1200.
Maverick. 1970, $450. Both
standard shift and 2-door. 759.1732.
1917 Olds Cutlass red with
black interior, power steering
and air. real sharp $2800. Call
759-4825.
1973 Red Corvette. $5200 Call
753-2513.
1980 Sunbird Hatchback
Dower steering, air, tilt. $5700
1976 ford F-I50. 4-wheel
dnye, needs work. $1000
1973 Dune buggy. $350 Call
436-2425 after 5 pm

AUCTION
Saturday, February 14th
9:30 A.M.
LOCATION: Stewart Coonty Agriculture Center Dor•r, Tenn,
REASON FOR SALE: Complete ligoidation sale. Everything goes 4cluding real estate.
Reel Estate Description: 3.8 acres more ants. being sold in 1 tracts
together. Main bedding sire 10.110'.
then regrouped and sold
Building is brick •eneer and concrete block •ith peered Insolation in
wells, overhead insulated. 2 botitraoarto, I private office. Main
building is central heated & cooled. One of Dover's finest buildings,
epos. 2' yrs. old. Attached metal Wilding is 30'160' •nk twat
concrete wilooding reran Conning with this package is two gas tanks
which veil transfer relit real estate where building is locrted. Plenty
of periling room.
Lot I .9 Acre -wv consist of conernerckil waterfront lot.
Areody has septic system installed Driveway and city 'error This
lot has mobile restworent on it. Beilding will not be sold.
Lot (21 1.1 Acre . Consists of commercial lot that has the new
choin link fence around it, Has ince rood fronton.. Already graded
down for your new hosisvess. Has opp ROO ft of then Fon fence to
be sold and removed from lot.
Lot (31 1.3 Acre • Consist of commercial hoildiag and lot being
deur/bed shove with sonny breakdown given die), of sole.
Lot 11) I .3 Acres • Consist of commercial lot on north end of
con...veil boldly.
Tenn, 10*. Down on real nitre day of sole baleens within
nett 30 days. Al personal items, Cash tf deale,. you most bring
lles number, otherwise tax will he collected.
STOCK AND MISC. ITEMS
1 -Grain tin said to be removed from premises. I 21 ft. Grain
above
like new, 3-Sets of scales, I set proctically
items
the
Boger.
mew, I Tend., sole COORIVIOrtilll trash,. fectory made, siscelleat
condition, surge brakes, Electric welders, Pet weeks, Antibiotic.
Several pieces of ram colored shoot metal, Several coveters I peeloins, Several shoots of pegboard. Neils. Practicelly new cash
register, 7-Neer filo cabinets, 1-1.11e new mete! desk, 50 Wood
spitting melt, Sown fertiliser evereonie, 2 New rotary tBler, 2Now push mower, 2-Farno tractors, I 1.0 . I Allis Chainorrs, Mire,
force post, fence porrish, Lots of high nordity hand tools, loosen
cables, Trector ports, Large essl of Hogged trwrispleerter parts, Dif.herons sire chain fin implements. Gas goner-weer LIM* s.lecti,e of
P.T.O. shafts. U•joints. lig Oronsle display of chin hooks SW
clove, Usdirtieveble the meow of said preen tools, relies,
shovels, etc. I -Neil bin, I .Seairrs for bin, 1 -Seed he, IfIlitfiadIV
0.0.1 aloe
M. centrist*, Insoirted COL,Oral , Western hoots,•
stretchers. Bart mit. stretchers, large essertinem el flower pots.
3.pt hitch droning', (stout dell blades, 1.trend new Noland trim splinters, l 1 2 bottom 3 pt hitch piows. 3 P1. bitch conferrers.
Neer bolts A lens, levee assortment el metiers, twee asst el hero
I. !erne points. Double cell creep feeder Miner& feeder, Some
feed, Sand propene torches, Comewilono, log chine. log binders.
Piste* t steer* sets for leases ?rectors, Veriest' bearings t 'whet
sets, Selection of mower sections, large inventory oft belts, lets
of 3 pt. hitch pmts.
Aoctioweer's Nino: lorterested in. vokerble piece of comormrcial
reel estate in Dever, To, leek this Elm Iswisling over and bost
caller Malawi locations. This is as alssolete lode so evorythal
lots of everythine hens. Going from eel to stall.cleen oat lest hid

it

BOGARD REALTY 8
AUCTION CO.
Dover, Tenn.
615-232-5150
Anneotcement itov
ter
Auctioneer
Ed Borne Bogard
232 6271

310 31:b

3031E

M

kka
ILO.4111

Of sale •fril

hoer precedence seer printed met

S13
Sen The Gunk Wee

Aorta:Inter
Alvin Crotchet In 601
232 7219

49.(haters

--

.
1913 Mercury Monterey power Fence sale and air .nice Will trade for Sears,
estimate for your needs
• Aorcycle Call 436-5434
Giitteling by Sears. Sears con50. tisediiucis
tinous gutters installed per
1974 Bronco good condition your specifications Call Sears
Call 435-4429
753-23ra for tree estimate
1969 Chevrolet 30-series step Licensed electrician arc ir,a
van Perfect condition new stallation. heating
tires, engine paint Complete and repairs Call /531213
service history $1295 767
Need work on your trees? Tripp
4455 after 6 pm
mg pruning shaping corn
1976 Dodge truck, 34 ton Call plete removal and more Call
753-7163
DOVER'S TREE SERVICE for
1980 Datsun pickup. 5-speed professional tree care 753
and low mileage, lust like new 8536
Call 753-5249 after 6 pm
painting
Professional
For sale 1977 Ford F-250
paperhanging paneling Com
$1200 1977 Datsun Little mercial or residential 20 years
Hustler, $2800. Call 753-7765' experience Free estimates!
or see at 1627 Loch Lomond 159198/
Drive.
Stop' For all your repair needs,
1972 Ford pickup
V8 roofing carpentry plumbing
automatic good condition. and electrical work look no
more! Call 753-9226 Or 753$950 753-9181 or 753-8124
job large or
1968 Ford F-350 wrecker 9623 We'll do your
to your
68.000 miles with 440 Holmes small All wojA.udone
satisfaction
box 753-7151 or 474-2257
skin
For sale or trade 1978 Chevy Sharpen hand saws and
saws Call 753-4656
SIlverado. 28.000 miles, all exTree tomming and removal
tras 753-7151 or 474-2257
Tony Wade (901) 232-8667 or
International school bus, excellent condition Call 753- 19011 642-5090
7163
Get the total retort- C010,
1972 Jeep 0-5. 6 cylinder. 3
portraits blOCil I. elides
speed, lock out hubs, with
Nand oil and tinting.
metal top Call 901-642-6353.
CARTER STUDIO
1975 Jeep Cherokee, 44 Call
7034796
301 Mein
753-4686 after 5 pm
1950 Willis truck. 4-wheel
drive with snow plow Call 759
1149„ter 5 pm.
72 Cher. Tandem
Dump Truck. 79
Ford F•150 4x4.
753-5699.

52. Boats and Motors
17' Bass boat. 115 hp, sale or
trade for farm tractor, garden
tractor, small pickup_ or com•
pact car or equal value After 5
pm 753-4346

53. Services Offered
Bob's Home Improvement Service Remodeling painting. cement work general home
maintenance and inspections
Free estimates. 753-4501.
Custom made cabinets, music
centers bdok cases. hutches
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Carpentry, cabinets, furniture
repair. Bring picture - we
make. All remodeling Roy's
reasonable prices
Carpenter Shop. 753-4124.
Concrete and block. brick MA
Basements, driveways storm
cellars. porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476.
Do all types of plumbing, large
or small jobs. all work guarnanteed 5 years experience
753-5360.
General home repair. 15 years
experience in carpentry.
masonary, plumbing, roofing.
and siding. Free estimates, no
lob too small. Call 474-2276.
Heating, refrigeration. and
electrical repair, Bob's
Refrigeration Service, Hazel.
KY, 498-8370 or 753-7829.
Bobby Lockhart
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills -'Call Sears 753
2310 for free estimate
ILStump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed • from
your yard or land cleared or
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-43j9.

kiiices Offered

53: Services Offered

I.J, P

Roger Hudson
753-6763

753-4545 cy

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
SAW SHOP Coldwater 489-2853.
Wet basement! We make
basements dry, work comp,.!
It guarenteed. Call or *hie
CoMorgan Construction
Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
KY 42001 or call day or night
1-442-7026'
Will do plumbing heating
carpentry and roofing 7532211
Woodcraft Building Service by
Custom
Bucy. 492-8120
cabinets, vanities, new homes
Quality
additions, repair
workmanship.
Window cleaning, fast service,
- satisfaction guaranteed Free
estimate Call 753-7140

55. Feed And Seed
For sale Hay and straw Hay
S1.60 straw $1.25. Call 7534755

56. Free Column.

--

Beautiful gray-calico cat, needs
quiet home 753-0122.
Free puppies! Nice farm dogs
or pets. Call 753-6392

FOR SALE
TROPICAL FISH HUT
Located in Paris, Tennessee, can be
moved to new location. Murray supplies approximately one half of
business now.
Tanks, Pets, Cages, Supplies
Owner will finance with low equity at
2% interest. Contact:
/
91

Rebecca Forbus
327 East Wood St.
Paris, TN
Call days 642-4772 or
evenings 642-5997

t

American Midlands
of Tennessee, Inc.

We're banking on you. America. with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands,
Alm. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150.000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
in NetrasKa call 402/334-5100)!

American Midlands, Inc.
2945 S. 132nd St.• Omaha, NE 68144
Member NAFCO

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas,
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

AUCTION SALE
Salsollsry, Feb. 14.110 e.m. at the ouction born one holt mile north of Lynn Grove
on Nialnwor 893.
See signs will sell collector items, antiques new and used merchandise - Two
sets of arm choirs, floor lamp, nice wood drop leaf breakfast set with 4 chairs,
tredol sewing mochine three fold up cots, round dough tray, 2-cornel bock trunks.
nice old quilts, porch swing, metal cabinets, old and new pocket knives, straight
razors, old Look and Life mogazines, one, two and three cents stamps, newspaper
clippings of classes of Wells school 1 905, Gunter Flat class 1907, Watson school
class 1897, Jockson school class of 1 91 5, Boggess school class 1886. Walter Cook
grocery. Coldwater store 1903. story by Mr Brown Tucker, old apple butter paddle, a good old oak 2 drawer dresser with high bevil edge mirrow, 2 old school desk
seat in front books in bock beautiful oak spindle bock rocker, fancy white oak
desk, old hibock rocker, another small rocker, beautiful oak dresser with bevil edge
mirror, old secretory desk, good tin door pie safe a good Rome Agle.lossie wood
cook stove, wash kettle, vacuum cleaner, Westinghouse refrigerator. Frigedaire
washer and dryer, a nice chrome dinette set with six chairs. Panasonic stereo. 8
track player AM-FM radio with larger speakers, a new cast iron bath tub. still in
crate. 20 gauge shotgun, new socket sets and other tools, skill sows, portable oil
heater with blower . new handy mon jack, good hand saws, log chain, wheel borrow,
bicycle, gas barrel with hand pump, many hand and garden tools. garden tiller,
push mower, tobocco knives, hay hooks, cost iron muffin pan, stone jug jars. and
chruns, 12' extension kidder, 1968 Dodge pickup truck, many other items not
listed. This will be an alt day sole and will be held inside with heat. Sale held rain
shine or snow, Eats and drinks available. Not responsible for accidents
Sale conducted by

DAN MILLER'S AUCTION SERVICE
For more information and your auction needs call 435 4144
Due AMIkr-AumeNiessimor
'My service doesn't cost,_ it_pays_

911111...
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Stock Market

DEATHS & FUNERALS
Mrs. Willotighby's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
Final rites for Mrs. Ella
Willoughby are being held today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Ed Davis officiating and the song service
by the singers from the New
Providence Church of Christ
with Shea Sykes as leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tony
Willoughby. Mike
Ernestberger, Kenny Melton,
Edwin Hodges, John Simmons, and William Hubbs.
Burial will follow in the
Ferguson Cemetery near New
Concord.
Mrs. Willoughby, 76, New
Concord, died Tuesday at 4
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband, Brack Willoughby, died
Aug. 10, 1960.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Calvin Hall,
New Concord; two sons, Euin
Willoughby, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and J. W. Willoughby, Norwood, Colo.: five grandchildren; four great grandchildren.

Services Friday At
Local Chapel For
Maurice H. Ryan

Final Rites Today
For Norman Klapp
Funeral services for Norman A. Klapp are being held
today at 1 prti at the St.
John's Episcopal Church with
the Rev. Ciistis Fletcher officiaUng and Mrs. Nancy.
Whitrner as organist.
Active pallbearers are Jules
Harcourt, Bennie George,
Steve Hale, James Swam,
Larry Doyle, Robert Hopkins,
Robert Mabry, and Roy
Folsom. Honorary pallbearers
are Masons and Shriners,
along with John L. Williams,
Freed Cotham, Dick Sykes,
Dee Lamb, James C.
Williams, Dr. Charles Clark,
and Aston Wagner.
Entombment will be in the
Murray Mausoleum with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where Masonic rites were held
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Norman Klapp Memorial
Fund, St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Mr. Klapp, 75, 1506 Canterbury, Murray, died Monday at
2:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Nettie Page Klapp; two
sons, James S. Klapp and
Gene Fairchild; sister, Mrs.
Irene Billings; sister-in-law,
Mrs. Helen Bryan; brother,
Clarence Klapp: eight grandchildren.

The funeral for Maurice H.
Ran of 1213 Dogwood Drive,
Murray, will be held Friday at
3:30 p:m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Jim Stubbs officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. Most
of the downtown merchants
will close during the funeral
Raymond S. Burkeen of
hour.
Benton Route 6 died Tuesday
Friends may call at the
at 8:15 p.m. at his home. His
funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m.
death at the age of 68 was due
tonight Thursday.
to a self inflicted gunshot
The family requests that exwound to the chest, according
pressions of sympathy take
to Marshall County Coroner
the form of contributions to
Jess Collier.
the M. H. Ryan Scholarship
He was a retired employee
Fund, Murray City Schools,
of Airco Carbide, and was a
or the First United Methodist
member of the Benton Baptist
Church.
Temple.
Mr. Ryan, 63, died WednesSurvivors
are
two
day at 6 p.m. at the Murraydaughters, Mrs. Barbara
Calloway County Hospital.
Johnson and Mrs. Wilma
He is survived by his wife,
Walls, Gilbertsville; two sons,
Mrs. Murrelle Ryan; two
Namon Burkeen, Paducah,
daughters, Mrs. Nancy
and Lester Burkeen, InHickman, Benton, Ill., and
dianapolis, Ind.; four grandMrs. Linda
Tomlinson,
children.
Petaluma, Cal.; four grandAlso surviving are one
children.
sister, Mrs. Edna Moore,
Symsonia; five brothers —
Clint Burkeen, Kirksey, Edward, Paul, and Leonard
Burkeen, all of Benton, and
Eugene Burkeen, Calvert CiThe funeral for Mrs. Robert
ty.
Deward I Estelle Donelson 1
The funeral is being held toMcKinney will be held Friday
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Home with the Rev. L. M.
with the Rev. Layne Shanklin
Brann officiating. Burial will
and the Rev. Dean Woodward
follow in the Marshall County
officiating and the Warren
Memory Gardens.
Quartet providing the music.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mrs. McKinney, 71, Dexter Lucille Roberts, widow of
Route I, died Tuesday at 4 Carlos Roberts of Almo, will
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the
County Hospital. A member of chapel of the J. H. Churchill
the Elm Grove Baptist Chur- Funeral Home with the Rev.
ch,she was born June 26, 1909, Heyward Roberts officiating
in Calloway County to the late and music by the choir of the
AUd Donelson and Lela Flint Baptist Church with Bill
Stewart Donelson.
Miller as leader.
Survivors include five
Burial will follow in the
daughters — Mrs. Thurman
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Davis, Knoxville, Tenn., Mrs.
Friends may call at thc
Hoyt Morrison, Pisa, Ill„ Mrs. funeral home.
T. W. Paschall, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Roberts" 82, died Tuesand Mrs. Frank Wallace and day morning at the Cape
Mrs. Cecil Farmer, Warren, LaCroix
Manor, Cape
Mich.; five sons — L. C. and. Girardeau, Mo. She was a
Robert McKinney, Dexter member of the Flint Baptist
Route 1, Gene McKinney, Church.
Paducah, Larry McKinney,
She is survived by three
Farmington Route 1, and daughters — Mrs. Margaret
James McKinney, Murray Howard, Chaffee, Mo., Mrs.
Route 5; four sisters — Mrs. Martin (Dorothy) Bailey, Jr.,
Allen
McCuiston, Mrs. Murray, and Mrs. Rebecca
Everett Duncan, Mrs. Sam Cunningham, Louisville; two
Collie, and Mrs. Robbie sons, Mark Roberts, Van
"Russell; three brothers —
Nuys, Cal., and James T.
Lewis, Burman, and Clint Roberts, Murray:17 grandDoneLson; 25 grandchildren: children; 14 great grand10 great grandchildren.
children.

Raymond S. Burkeen
Dies; Funeral Is
Being Held Today

Mrs. Crittendon Is Dead At Age Of 54
Mrs. Orville Martha Lou .
Crittendon of 829 West North
Street, Mayfield, died
Wednesday at 1:05 a.m. at the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield
She was 54 years of age and
a former employee of the
Merit Clothing Company.
there.
Survivors are her husband,
her father and stepmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. McClure, Pallnersville, Tenn.:
one daughter, Mrs. Melinda
Burge, Mayfield; one sister,
Mrs. Sue Cothran, Murray.
two brothers, Bryant McClure, Murray, and Lonnie
McClure, Chicago, Ill.; one
grandchild.
The funeral will be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. James
Tharp officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Harry Billington, Pearly McClure, Gerald
Wiggins,

Howard Wiggins, Jimmy Wiggins. and Richard Nester.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Buddy Crittendon, Dwayne
Poyner, Junior Poyner, Sonny
Crittendon, and Hollie Crittendon.
Bunal will follow in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.

Boosters Receive
Cheese, Sausage
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Have A
Don't
4-Get Your
Come See Corn Austin's Large
Valentine Selection!
lzod Shirts C) Terri Wraps
Q14Kt. Gold Jewelry Cs) Ties
Q lzod Socks 0 Travel Bags
Heart Beating Boxer Shorts
,Q), Valentine Scants
Saturday February 14th Is
Valentine's Day

The Murray Band Boosters
17 70
recently received the final ($i Forid
shipment of Wisconsin cheese
and sausage.
Those people who ordered .,teralsState Markel News Service
bruar) 11. 1361
from a booster may contact koritu4 k Purchww• Area Hog Markel
Mary Beth Hays, 1701 hirpurt Int lodes 5 Bu)ing Stations
Rs-pt
. AL.) "CAI Est 1050 Harrows &
Melrose,at 759-1889 to arrange Coll, 4,11,ot./ lower Sows steady ii W
tuf4twr
a time to pick up the order.
US 1-2210-240 lbs
144
The Boosters ordered some 30 7244.750140
54.3
extra cheese and sausage to S 2-3 240-2w0 lbs
I'S 2-4 210-2:0
$42 .n-43 75
accommodate those people SON J
634 00-36 00
who were not contacted during US 1-2 r4)-15o lbs
us I. 1.10-100 lbs
ia Oti II so
the sale. Those wishing an US 1-3
lbs
n800-47 00
541 00-13 00 incialls
order may also contact Mrs. L'S
42 00-43 00
Hays.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
634 00-35

Corn-Austin
Downtown Murray

Boars 29 00-30 50

On
One
Of
SAVE
Jamison's Finest
00 Mattress
& Box Springs
We Bought A Carload And
PER SET
Saved A Bundle So...
We're Passing The Savings
On To You!

st20

Rites Are Friday
For Mrs. McKinney

Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Roberts

UNDERWEAR THAT'S
FUNTAWEAR

11

11.More
than just
a card,
less fattening
than a box
of chocolates
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Regular Size

Queen Size

Reg. $319.95

King Size

Reg. $399.95
NOW ONLY

Reg. 569.95
NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

se,

95

Two Piece
999

Two Piece
Set

7t.

ILJ IF4

mg's
Den

mill
`vt!).

Downtown Murray

95

279

95

Three Piece Set

399

lir IL) 114

Free Delivery

